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ABSTRACT!
The main purposes of this study were to examine in-depth seven Taiwanese preservice teachers’ perceptions regarding children’s play, to ascertain the relationship
between these perceptions and their actual practices of teaching through play, and to
analyze their reflections on the practices. The ultimate goal of this study was to recognize
and understand better the current situation and existing problem regarding the practice of
children’s play in Taiwan, and to identify better directions by which to support
professional preparation for early childhood education teachers. The data were generated
through open-ended questionnaire, researcher’s weekly observations, one-on-one indepth interviews, and some document collection including pre-service teachers’ lesson
plans and tasks for their internship practices. As ascertained through an open-ended
questionnaire, the perceptions of these seven pre-service teachers demonstrated a strong
commitment to play as an essential component of the current Taiwan early childhood
education (ECE) environment. However, the findings suggested that play, according to
pre-service teachers’ thoughts, was considered to be more of a learning instrument. In
addition, the findings furthermore exposed the pre-service teachers’ insufficient
knowledge of play, and this weak background could be the cause of their shallow
understanding of play. Moreover, some contradictions and dilemmas regarding the
implementation of play were also revealed by pre-service teachers’ practicum teaching.
Last but not least, this study suggested that it is imperative Taiwan ECE to consider the
implementation of play more seriously and to provide more substantial support to the
future teachers.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Current Directions in Taiwanese Early Childhood Education (ECE)
According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) (2005), the main priority of the modern educational system
should be early childhood care and education (ECE). Many well-developed countries also
recognize the significance of ECE, considering it fundamental not only for individuals’
development, but also for society’s prosperity (Engdahl, 2015). Taiwan is no exception.
Responding to such international trends and corresponding social transformations,
Taiwanese citizens today pay much more attention to children’s early education than ever
before.
Over the past decade, factors including social transformation, the current
sociocultural context, and globalization have led the Taiwanese Ministry of Education to
seek to reorient the direction of ECE. The Ministry of Education began to promote the
practice of Gold-10-Years educational development in 2011. In particular, the Taiwanese
Ministry of Education sought to reformulate the Act of Early Childhood Education and
Care, and establish comprehensive policies and systems for early childhood education
and care (Lo, 2012). “Curriculum Outlines for Kindergarten Education and Care
Activities” and “The Implementation Guidelines for Kindergarten Education and Care”
are the primary coordinates guiding the current Taiwanese early childhood educational
system, including early childhood teacher preparation. What follows is a brief
introduction to the main ideas of “Curriculum Outlines for Kindergarten Education and
!
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Care Activities” and “The Implementation Guidelines for Kindergarten Education and
Care” (Ministry of Education, 2012).

The nature of children
According to the newly enacted curriculum outlines, teachers should place a high
value on children’s fundamental nature, which includes children’s potential to imagine
and create. The outlines point out that children innately love to explore, operate, and
discover through play, and they learn how to interact with others and pick up cues in their
surrounding environment through different play experiences. Thus, the outlines suggest
that early childhood teachers should pay significant attention to and take advantage of
children's instinctual love of play, and provide limitless opportunities and environments
for children to play and explore.

Considering the ECE curriculum
Both the newly enacted curriculum outlines and implementation guidelines stem
from the Act of Early Childhood Education and Care (Ministry of Education, 2012), and
are currently the main principles for Taiwan’s early childhood curriculum. The outlines
emphasize the importance of developmentally appropriate practices (DAP) and learning
activities for children at their various stages. In view of this perspective, the
implementation guidelines further point out that the kindergarten curriculum should
provide children with more opportunities to engage in spontaneous explorations, handson experiences, and active learning through diverse play activities. The primary goal is
not to provide children with fancy materials, scenarios, or elements with which to play;
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rather, children’s nature, flexibility, and spontaneity are considered the most significant
components of the play curriculum. It is also critical to give children sufficient time to
immerse themselves in play episodes.

Considering the early childhood practitioner’s role
The newly enacted guidelines call attention to the fact that today, the teacher’s
role in ECE is no longer restricted to that of knowledge transmitter. Instead, the teacher
should possess the competence to implement children’s play and play-related activities.
This means that the teacher should be prepared to attentively observe children’s needs,
interests, and developmental stages, and to create more quality opportunities and
environments in which children can play, learn, explore, and develop. Moreover, it is
extremely crucial for early childhood practitioners to avoid providing excessive guidance,
or commanding or restricting children during play. If practitioners do not follow these
guidelines, children may quickly lose interest in play, exploration, and other intrinsically
motivated actions, as well as experiential child-initiative activities.

The transformation of children’s play in Taiwan’s ECE curriculum
Before the Ministry of Education announced these reformed curriculum outlines
and implementation guidelines, Taiwanese early childhood educators had a difficult time
determining whether to include play in the ECE curriculum or to simply consider play as
a learning approach. In other words, the position of play in Taiwan’s ECE was quite
uncertain (Huang, 2009). However, ever since the Ministry of Education announced these
reformed curriculum outlines and implementation guidelines, the position of play in
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Taiwan’s ECE has gradually become more defined. More specifically, the Ministry of
Education’s focus on ECE has shifted from traditional content-knowledge learning to
children’s nature, developmentally appropriate practices, and play-based pedagogy. These
novel concepts are reflected in the outlines, which suggest that the curriculum should not
be considered merely as a means of imparting knowledge in the process of children’s
learning. The implementation guidelines further clearly point out that kindergarten is a
time during which teachers should avoid teaching “reading,” “writing,” and “calculating”
with the objective of facilitating children’s mastery of these specific skills (Ministry of
Education, 2012). The same idea appears in the outlines, which indicate the uniqueness of
ECE and argue that early childhood educators should avoid seeing early childhood as
preparation for first grade. On the contrary, the Ministry of Education asserts that it is
more appropriate to regard the ECE curriculum as that which motivates children’s desire
for learning and exploring.
Thus, unlike the more traditional curriculum, which rested upon subjectknowledge, the newly enacted curriculum is child-centered in orientation, regards the
“whole child” in her or his development, and based on that, delineates six main domains
in terms of the child’s comprehensive development: body movement, cognitive
development, language acquisition, social development, emotional development, and
aesthetic capacity (Ministry of Education, 2012). The ultimate goal of this curriculum,
then, is to develop the child’s six main abilities: sensory perception and awareness,
expressive ability and communicatory skills, care and collaboration, reasoning and
appreciation, imagination and creativity, and self-regulation (Ministry of Education,
2012).
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Statement of the Problem
The idea of having young children learn through play has been a key concept in
the field of ECE for many decades. Considerable research shows that play in the early
stages of children’s lives exerts a positive influence on children’s early learning
experiences. Many early childhood theorists and practitioners also advocate for the
importance of play in stimulating children’s development. Piaget (1962) believed that
play brings children the opportunity to create their own learning experiences, and to
practice and consolidate their newly acquired concepts and skills, which are beneficial for
the children’s next learning stage. Sutton-Smith (1967) suggested that play supports
children in preparing for adulthood by developing their flexibility. Bruner (1972) claimed
that children develop their problem-solving skills through play. Vygotsky (1978) also
proposed that children would perform beyond their usual level when they engaged in
play. Finally, the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC,
2009) also asserted that play is a critical vehicle for developing children’s multiple
foundational capacities and thus a central component of developmentally appropriate
practices.
This recognition of the importance of play has recently translated to a push for
play-based pedagogy within Taiwanese ECE. As the previous discussion has suggested,
according to the kindergarten curriculum guidelines enacted by Taiwan’s Ministry of
Education in 2012, local schools are to place a high value on children’s free play and
active learning, as well as developmentally appropriate practices. Yet there are many
considerations regarding play as well. Cheng and Stimpson (2004), for example, found
that there is a significant disparity between teachers’ intentions and practices in
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implementing children’s play in the classroom. Wood (2013) similarly pointed out the
problem in regard to theory-practice gap and stated that although there was common
agreement that play is significant to children’s learning and development, the constraints
of time and resources, the learning environment, anticipated learning outcomes, and
social expectations might challenge teachers’ beliefs, theories, and practices of teaching
through play.
All of these issues addressed above are the critical factors influencing teachers'
actual practices of children's play. Today, the clearer and more concrete objectives of
Taiwanese ECE appear significant gains, and the Taiwanese government is becoming
noticeably more open-minded towards the promotion of children’s developmentally
appropriate practices and play. However, the literature regarding Taiwanese early
childhood teachers’ implementation of children’s play remains inadequate. Most of the
studies in this realm discuss the value of children’s play or address Western perspectives
or issues regarding children’s play. Yet how far and how deep have teachers come to
comprehend and implement the idea of learning through play? How many teachers have
been able to effectively implement play-based curricula in their classrooms? What might
be the constraints or challenges?
Prospective early childhood teachers, many of whom are pioneers in
implementing this new ECE orientation, are being explicitly instructed in novel concepts
including DAP and children’s play during their time in teacher colleges. They are
subsequently expected to put these theories into action. However, these prospective
teachers may not have had play-based pedagogy learning experiences in their early
childhood and professional learning journeys. Moreover, given the newness of the
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Taiwanese ECE’s play-based orientation, there are only a few experienced teachers who
are experts in the field of children’s play and able to guide the prospective teachers. How
do prospective teachers make the transition from knowledge to practical action? What are
the possible gaps between prospective teachers’ espoused theories, as learned during their
teacher education, and their actual practices? What might be the obstacles? All of these
concerns matter greatly, since they may directly or indirectly affect the quality of
children’s learning and play experiences. Yet these questions are nearly unaddressed.
Without further inquiry into these issues, the discrepancy between the espoused concepts
and the actual practices may grow. The idea of a reformed ECE may eventually be looked
upon as empty rhetoric.

Need for the Study
Thus, with all these concerns in mind, the researcher has come to realize that the
development and direction of children’s play are not determined merely by administrators
or policymakers; in fact, those frontline teachers, including prospective teachers,
significantly help to shape professional practices regarding children's play. The
prospective teachers’ professional learning, beliefs, and practices profoundly influence
children’s learning and play experiences, as well as the ECE environment more broadly.
Therefore, in order to promote the more efficient and effective implementation of playbased curriculum, it is imperative to perform an in-depth inquiry into prospective
teachers’ perceptions of and actual practices regarding children’s play. It is also crucial to
discover any latent issue(s), as well as possibilities, that may influence future early
childhood teachers’ professional preparation.

!
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Purpose of the Study
!

There are three main purposes of this study. The first purpose is to examine in-

depth seven Taiwanese pre-service teachers’ beliefs regarding children’s play. Next, the
study aims to explore the relationship between the pre-service teachers’ perceptions and
actual practices of teaching through play by observing practicum teachings. The last
objective of the study is to analyze the pre-service teachers’ reflections on their practices,
and in doing so, to further identify moderating or mediating factors including obstacles or
enablers facing the teachers as they try to implement play into their practicum teachings.
The ultimate goal of this study is to recognize and understand better the current situation
and existing problem regarding the practice of children’s play in Taiwan, and to identify
better directions by which to support professional preparation for ECE teachers.

Research Questions
1. What were pre-service teachers’ perceptions of children’s play and learning?
2. How was the idea of “children’s play” influential for pre-service teachers in
thinking about and implementing play during their practicum teaching?
3. What were the obstacles or enablers facing the pre-service teachers in this study
when seeking to integrate play into their actual classroom practices?
!
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Conceptual Framework of the Study
The following figure illustrates the conceptual framework of this study:

Pre$service)teachers')
perceptions)of)play)
(background!of!play,!
belief,!and!educationl!
knowledge)!

Pre$service)teachers')
re4lections)on)practical)
practice))
(individual!growth!and!
learn,!enablers,!obstacles,!
and!expecting!supports)!

Pre$service)teachers')
perceptions)into)
actions)
)(designed!play!activity,!
implementation!
approach,!emerging!
issues!and!concerns)!
!

Figure 1: The Conceptual Framework of the Study
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Glossary of Key Terms

Child-centered: a way of teaching and treating children in which children’s needs and
developmental stages are prioritized.
Developmentally appropriate practice: a teaching strategy that is based on knowledge of
how young children develop and learn; what makes each child unique; and each child's
community, family culture, and home language.
Early childhood education: the education of two- to six-year-old children within the
Taiwanese educational system.
Games with rules: activities that involve recognition and acceptance of, as well as
conformity to, preexisting rules (e.g., chess, board games, “Monopoly”).
Hands-on experiences: the actual experiences one has practicing a skill, rather than
simply reading about it or seeing it being done.
Intellectual play: activities that primarily focus on children's cognitive development and
problem-solving abilities, including activities in the sciences and mathematics.
Learning through play: the process of learning through playing, being with other people,
being active, exploring one’s environment, having new experiences, engaging in self-talk,
communicating with others, meeting physical and mental challenges, being shown how to
do new things, practicing and repeating skills, and having fun.
Literacy play: activities that involve children’s use and cultivation of reading, speaking,
writing, and listening skills.
Open-ended play: activates that allow children to express themselves in play freely and
creatively via open-ended materials.
!
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Perception: a way of regarding, understanding, or interpreting something; a thought,
belief, or opinion.
Play: activities that involve intrinsically free exploration, prize the process over the
result; and are child-centered, transformational, and intrinsically motivated.
Pre-service teacher: an individual studying education but who has not yet completed his
or her training to be a teacher.
Professional preparation: a proceeding, experience, or similar considered as a mode of
developing the skills and expertise necessary to succeed in a particular profession.
Scaffolding: a variety of instructional techniques used to move students toward
progressively stronger understandings of the learning content and ultimately greater
independence in the learning process.
Structured play: any activity that has a set of rules while offering children a specific
learning objective.
Spontaneous play: behaviors that arise from instinctual motivation, are self-directed, and
represent expressions of children’s own interests and desires.
Teacher-directed play: children’s play that is organized and either directed or controlled
by an adult.
Teacher education: policies and procedures designed to equip prospective teachers with
the knowledge, attitudes, behaviors, and skills they require to perform their tasks
effectively in the classroom, school, and wider community.
Young children: four- to five-year-old children (in this study).
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The main purposes of this study are: (1) to better understand Taiwanese preservice teachers’ perceptions of play; (2) to ascertain the relationship between pre-service
teachers’ perceptions of and actual practices in children’s play; and (3) to examine
enablers and obstacles to the implementation of children’s play. With these concerns in
mind, this chapter looks to previous research on teachers’ conceptualizations and
practices of children’s play. Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (SCT) is regarded as the
central framework for understanding the nature of children’s play and the importance of
teachers’ perceptions and roles in children’s play practices.
To be able to understand the implementation of children’s play, this chapter
focuses on seven main areas: (1) issues affecting teachers’ conceptions of and practices in
children’s play; (2) different perspectives on the play-learning relationship; (3) research
on conceptualizing play and learning; (4) the significance of children’s play and teachers’
roles, as based on Vygotsky’s SCT; (5) play and pedagogy; (6) current policies and
practices in Taiwanese early childhood teacher preparation; and (7) research on teachers’
perceptions and actions, and the theory-practice gap.

Issues Affecting Teachers’ Conceptions of
and Practices in “Children’s Play”
This section addresses how teachers conceptualize children’s play and learning, as
well as the teachers’ actual practices of play, as revealed in previous research.
!
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Teachers’ conceptions of play and their influences / correlates
Some researchers have argued that teachers’ superficial thinking and insufficient
background knowledge regarding play and play-based pedagogy may affect their
understandings of and actual practices in children’s play. Cheng (2012) describes a
teacher who thinks play is merely telling children that letter “b” has a big tummy and
asks children to read a sentence drawn from a box (p. 72). Though the teacher
strategically uses metaphor to introduce the children to the alphabet, the teacher fails to
deliberately consider how to apply play in the classroom. Even though teachers accept the
value of learning through play, they have shallow understandings and little knowledge of
play, and this may amplify the mismatch between their conceptions and practices
(Mclnnes, Howard, Miles, & Crowley, 2011).
If they do not possess the relevant theoretical knowledge supports, teachers may
also have a difficult time recognizing the diverse roles that they should adopt during
children’s play. A number of literature shows that teachers often feel confused about what
their role should be; they also often limit themselves to one particular role in children’s
play. Scholars have suggested that teachers can play a variety of facilitative roles in
children’s play, including those of onlooker, stage manager, co-player, and play leader
(Enz & Christie, 1997; Roskos & Neuman, 1993). In order to provide children with
better-quality and more meaningful play experiences, teachers should acknowledge these
different roles and their embedded meanings, and switch between them depending on
children’s different play situations. If they do not develop this ability, however, teachers
are likely to adopt a reactive, watch-and-wait stance (BERA, 2003), and their inadequate
interactivity with children may further constrain children’s play practices (Schon, 1983).
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Moreover, researchers have pointed out that teachers’ understandings of play may
be too narrow and inflexible. For instance, some teachers focus exclusively on whether
they are able to deliver all of their planned content or complete their prepared activities
(Cheng, 2012). As McInnes et al. (2011) have observed, early childhood teachers may be
more concerned with managing and monitoring their classrooms than playing with
children and supporting their development. Johnson, Christie, and Yawkey (1999) have
argued that even though teachers often agree on the importance of play, they may
undervalue their roles in children’s play and instead focus their attention on more
structured activities.
This raises another issue regarding teachers’ roles in children’s play. Although
teachers’ involvement is one of the vital components of children’s play, it may also exert
a negative influence. Jones and Reynolds (1992), for example, have argued that teachers’
overeager interventions may interrupt children’s ongoing play activities. Cheng (2001)
has suggested that teachers’ self-images can generate narrow ways of thinking about play
and learning. For example, she mentions that teachers who see themselves as more
authoritative tend to use more teacher-directed approaches in their teaching. When a
teacher focuses too much on reaching certain goals and maintaining children’s obedience,
he or she may risk neglecting other, more meaningful information that could be shared
with the children. In this case, the teacher is not able to identify one of the crucial values
of play, which is having the children be active learners. Moreover, the teacher’s rigidity
may also result in a pedagogical style that is very technical and didactic, which may
further limit children’s opportunities to engage in child-initiated experiential play.
However, researchers have suggested that effective play pedagogy does not rely
!
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merely on a child-centered orientation. Instead, teachers should possess the competence
to integrate both child-centered and teacher-directed orientations. Teachers need to know
how and when to scaffold children’s play and learning opportunities according to
children’s needs, developmental stages, and different play circumstances (Walsh, Sproule,
McGuinness, Trew, Rafferty, & Sheehy, 2006; NAEYC, 2009). In other words, it is
critical that teachers learn how to adapt to different situations, and this requires that
teachers view play and learning cooperatively, as well as practice critical thinking. As
Cheng and Stimpson (2004) have argued, teachers’ limited understandings and
insufficient reflective thinking may impede their professional development and practices.
Moreover, Howard (2010) has pointed out that teachers’ levels of knowledge and
understandings of play may directly or indirectly influence their confidence in
implementing children’s play practices, and may contribute to teachers’ inability to
uphold their beliefs about the importance of play when encountering difficulties or
challenges in the classroom. This suggests that teachers’ limited conceptual
understandings of play can further reduce their efficacy in implementing a play-based
curriculum by decreasing their confidence. Cheng (2011) has proposed that teachers
should be given sound background knowledge of play, including information about play
theory and child development, as well as professional guidelines (Lillemyr, 2009;
NAEYC, 2009). This way they will not only have better and more in-depth
understandings of play-based curricula; they will also be more confident in handling
different challenges they encounter while implementing those curricula.
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Barriers and realities influencing teachers’ thinking and practices
Many studies have discussed barriers to early childhood practitioners’
implementation of a play-based curriculum. These barriers include the pressure of social
expectations, the sociocultural context, and resource limitations. All of these not only
suggest a gap between teachers’ understandings of play and their actual practices, but also
may cause teachers to quickly change their conceptions of children’s play (Bordrova &
Leong, 2003).

Pressure of social expectations
The most common concern is the pressure placed on teachers by parents or school
administrators (Stipek & Byler, 1997). Cheng (2001) asserts that “traditional practice
acted as a significant hindrance to the implementation of ‘play’ theory” (p. 866). For
instance, parents who value traditional practices may have high expectations for their
children’s academic achievement. They may view their children’s early learning as a vital
stage in preparing for future school success (Johnson, Christie, & Wardle, 2005). Some
parents are very concerned that their children will be left behind if they attend a playbased kindergarten that does not focus on literacy and numeracy. In addition, “Many
administrators see less formal kindergartens’ activities as wasting valuable instructional
time that could raise student achievement. The prevailing feeling is that children can play
at home” (Graue, 2010, p. 29). Howard (2010) reported that this kind of pressure can also
stem from other people’s (i.e., colleagues’) attitudes and perceptions. As a result, many
teachers regard teaching academic knowledge as a mandate from school authorities.
However, Cheng (2001) has argued that these constraints on teachers’ autonomy restrict
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critical thinking and cause teaching to become very mechanical.

Sociocultural context
Another factor that is subtly but profoundly affecting teachers’ practices and
conceptions of play is the sociocultural context. Rao and Li (2009) have argued that a
discrepancy exists between ideal philosophies and ingrained cultural beliefs about
learning. The literature suggests that even though teachers understand and believe in
play-based curricula, they are affected by the cultural context in which they teach. For
instance, most of Chinese culture, which is influenced by Confucian heritage philosophy,
tends to value diligent learning. As a result, play is regarded as an unserious activity that
does not deliver any benefits to children’s development (Cheng, 2001; Cheng, Tang, &
Cheng, 2012). This kind of inveterate cultural belief raises challenges for those teachers
who are from Chinese cultural backgrounds. On the other hand, it is also difficult for
teachers who have never truly experienced a play-based curriculum to grasp the abstract
concept of play and apply it to their teaching (Cheng, 2001). When teacher-educators or
policymakers try to promote play-based pedagogy, they must consider different cultural
contexts and see how they can assist teachers to overcome any sort of disinclination
towards its incorporation.

Resource limitations
Howard (2010) has pointed out that the scarcity of resources may also create
barriers to teachers’ implementation of play-based curricula. This includes limitations on
the time and space available for children to play. Some teachers have suggested that
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school administrators expect them to follow a routine schedule. Thus, it is hard for
teachers to provide quality playtime to children while they have the expectation of
reaching certain goals set by the school. Moreover, a lack of funding and poor teacherchild ratios may also obstruct teachers’ effective implementation of play-based pedagogy.
All of these examples suggest that some policymakers and administrators have
underestimated the difficulties associated with realizing play-based practices (Cheng,
2001). These examples also suggest the level of disconnection among policymakers,
administrators, and early childhood practitioners.

Different Perspectives on the Play-Learning Relationship
Researchers have identified several different perspectives on the play-learning
relationship. Acknowledging these different research perspectives on the play-learning
relationship helps facilitate an understanding of teachers’ conceptualizations of and
practices in children’s play. Below is a summary of the most important research
perspectives.

Play and learning as dichotomous
Some proponents of more academically rigorous programs for young children
may view play and learning as mutually exclusive (Bodrova & Leong, 2003). People who
hold this view may value learning more than play and thus prioritize it in planning
children’s activities. In particular, they may try to separate play and learning and use play
as a reward to increase children’s motivation for learning or as a way to help children
reach the next stage of learning. All of these actions suggest that they have failed to
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realize the opportunities for children to learn through play (Cheng & Stimpson, 2004).
The research of Pramling Samuelsson & Asplund Carlsson (2008) buttress this
contention, suggesting that “in the context of early childhood education, play and
learning are often separated in time as well as in space” (p. 623). This also reveals that
either school administrators or teachers seem unable to grasp the important entwinement
of play and learning.
However, Bodrova and Leong’s (2001) study has reported that play does not
compete with academic learning but actually enables children to learn. Pramling
Samuelsson and Johansson (2006) have also argued that “play and learning are
dimensions that stimulate each other and could be seen as an indivisible entirety, which is
a part of children’s experiencing, and which helps them create an understanding world in
a lifelong process” (p.47). Moreover, Pramling Samuelsson and Asplund Carlsson (2008)
have suggested that children themselves do not always see play and learning as separate
experiences. In fact, the researchers found that children actually tend to play and learn
simultaneously. This is an important message for early childhood educators, since it
reveals that viewing play and learning as mutually exclusive does not correspond to
children’s lived experiences. The gap between teachers’ and children’s understandings of
play and learning may mislead teachers when responding to children’s learning.

Play as a tool of learning
Others have suggested that there is a valuable relationship between play and
learning and believe that play can generate positive learning experiences for children.
People who hold this perspective appreciate that play can motivate learning, and they
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may tend to let children practice some related activities along with some specific learning
objectives. In other words, they view play as a “tool” or a “medium” to improve
children’s learning. Most play-learning studies have expounded upon this kind of
thinking, which intentionally advocate the importance of play to children’s learning. It
includes some ideas that are familiar from previous play-learning studies, including, for
instance, learning-centered play, playful learning, and educational play. From this point of
view, children’s learning outcomes are always the primary concern. As de Jonghe (2001)
has pointed out, “When educators speak about play, it is mostly in this instrumental sense
of play: play as a means to reach a further goal or learning result, not the inherent value
of play is central in this vision” (p. 7, cited in Pramling Samuelsson & Johansson, 2006,
p. 49). Although this viewpoint seems to advocate for the integration of play and
learning, it may risk reducing play to a rhetorical idea. When teachers pay too much
attention to learning outcomes, they may inadvertently neglect children’s authentic
intentions of learning and play behaviors. This not only takes away from the genuine
value of play; it may also cause teachers’ practices and children’s play experiences to
become more didactic teacher-centered.
Wood (2010) has also argued that contemporary policy frameworks in England
and many other countries tend to emphasize what play “does” for children; this is called
the directive approach. In the directive approach, the main foci of play are children’s
learning progress, achievement, and the formation of skills. Teachers are the ones who
decide what children play, how children should play, and when children play, according
to the learning goals that the teachers have set for the children. Although children may
have an explicit learning agenda set for them under this kind of approach, it is unclear
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whether this learning agenda reflects the children’s own initiative, interests, and
development. Moreover, if educators pay significant attention to the learning outcomes
and view play as a tool to achieve those learning outcomes, it is unclear whether children
still have the opportunity to experience authentic play and authentic learning. The next
section discusses another conceptualization of the relationship between play and learning
and which situates children’s play, instead of learning, at the center.

Play as the central focus
The constructivist theory manifests the perspective of considering play as the
central focus in children's play. This includes Piaget's constructive theory and Vygotsky's
SCT, since they both “emphasize the value of play in intellectual development and
provide strong arguments for children’s own activity with objects and in interaction with
peers as the basis for early childhood curriculum” (Nourot, 2000, p.21). In line with
constructivist view of children, children's own building experiences and initiative
learning are considered as the center. Children's play, according to constructivist theory,
is as a pathway to make their own learning experiences.
In How Children Learn, Holt (1983) states that “children have a style of learning
that fits their condition, and which they use naturally and well until we train them out of
it” (p. vii). He also stresses that adults should always trust in children’s zeal and
capability of learning. He believes that it is unnecessary to force children to learn, or tell
them what or how to learn, since learning is a natural instinct. In this way, Holt responds
to Elkind’s (2007) contention that the way young children learn is through their “selfinitiated exploration and discovery” (p. 90). Yet neither Holt nor Elkind believes that
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adult involvement is unimportant to children’s learning processes. On the contrary, both
Holt and Elkind suggest that the adult’s role is a crucial determinant in deciding what
kind of play and learning experiences the child will have. Thus, children’s play and
learning necessitate adults’ thoughtful consideration and scaffolding through the adults’
engagement in dynamic roles.
On the other hand, adults should also pay attention on children’s self-initiated
behaviors. As Elkind (2007) has pointed out, even though young children’s self-initiated
activities may seem meaningless to adults, the activities are meaningful to children and
have important implications for children’s development. Therefore, instead of directing
children in what (how) to learn or what (how) to play, teachers should provide children
with different levels of assistance by noticing children’s original intentions. In contrast to
the directive approach, discussed in the previous section, Wood (2010) has proposed
another approach, called the responsive approach. This approach emphasizes the
significance of play to children themselves. Rather than having teachers create all the
playing and learning situations or focusing on what play does for children, teachers
become more responsive to children’s choices, interests, and emerging knowledge and
skills. In the responsive approach, the meaning of play for children becomes the key
concern.
With these concerns in mind, teachers should try to understand children’s
experiences during play and learning, and provide them with appropriate scaffolding
based on their development, experiences, and needs. Although children’s experiences of
play and learning may vary according to their different cultural backgrounds, social
contexts, and developmental stages, children’s experiences in play have been found to
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share some common elements: positive emotion, inherent inclination, self-direction, and
process orientation. These components also manifest in the characteristics of play (Brett,
Valle-Riestra, Fischer, Rothlein, and Hughes, 2002; Johnson et al., 2005). In particular,
studies have found that for children, the process of exploring is more meaningful than
any learning outcome. In short, only when teachers try to understand the play-learning
relationship from the perspective of children, can they best conceptualize genuine play
and learning and implement a play-based curriculum.

Research on Conceptualizing Play and Learning
Some early childhood teachers have indicated that it is not easy to capture and
assess the benefit of play. This suggests that practitioners may have difficulties
conceptualizing play, and these difficulties may further decrease the quality of the actual
implementation of play-based pedagogy. It may also generate a gap between teachers’
understandings of play and their actual practices. Yet what does “conceptualize” mean?
According to Collins English Dictionary (2010), “conceptualize” is defined as “to form a
concept or idea out of observations, experience, data, etc.” This definition suggests that
some resources (i.e. observations, documentations, or reflections) may help teachers to
form their ideas and concepts of children’s play and learning. Moreover,
conceptualization is not a personal activity; rather, it’s an interactive and cooperative
activity. Relevant studies suggest some crucial elements in supporting early childhood
teachers to conceptualize play and learning; a discussion of them follows below.
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Developing a theoretical background regarding play
Since “play” is a very complex construct, it is not often easy for teachers to grasp
how to practice play, especially as play intersects with learning and teaching (Johnson et
al., 1999; Pramling-Smaulesson & Asplund Carlsson, 2008). Helping teachers develop a
theoretical background regarding play may be the starting point in helping teachers to
establish a foundation for integrating play into the early childhood classroom.
Johnson et al. (2005) have suggested that teachers’ and practitioners’ theories
about play and learning directly affect how they see and interpret children’s play and
learning behaviors. These theories not only influence how teachers respond to children’s
play and learning behaviors, but also affect children’s early learning and play experiences
(Mclnnes et al., 2011). In addition, as mentioned previously, a more sophisticated
theoretical background may help teachers to develop the confidence to overcome the
challenges and realities that they encounter while implementing a play-based curriculum
(Howard, 2010). Cheng’s (2001) research supports this argument, noting that “without a
thorough understanding of ‘play’ theory, it seemed difficult for informants to
contextualize, de-contextualize, and re-contextualize the propositional theory in their
unique teaching and learning situation” (p. 866). As a result, teachers tend to continue
practicing a particular teaching style. However, if teachers had stronger theoretical
backgrounds, they would likely possess more flexibility and creativity, thus being able to
implement play in different contexts and scenarios (Cheng, 2011).
Firmly establishing teachers’ theoretical backgrounds regarding play should thus
be considered the first step in helping teachers conceptualize play and learning. This
theorization acts as a foundation upon which teachers can develop their practical
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implementation of a play-based curriculum. However, some researchers have raised
concerns about the gap between teachers’ theoretical understandings of play and their
actual practices. This suggests that a theoretical background is not sufficient for helping
teachers to conceptualize children’s play and learning. Rather, interactive and cooperative
engagements are also crucial to teachers’ conceptualization of play.

Interactive and responsive involvement
The cooperative approach of conceptualizing play and learning includes teachers’
keen observation, documentation, assessment, and reflection on children’s play and
learning behaviors (Hyun & Marshall, 2010). Elkind (2007) has pointed out that “the
good teacher always watches the learner” (p. 92). He has considered teachers’
observations of learners to be the foundation of effective instruction. By attentively
observing and documenting children’s play and learning, teachers not only better
understand children’s play behavior, as well as children’s social and cognitive
development (Johnson et al., 1999); they also better interpret play from children’s points
of view. This enables teachers to respond appropriately to children’s needs and interests,
which can reduce the likelihood of engaging in an overly- teacher-centered teaching
style. In addition, Hoorn, Nourot, Scales, and Alward (2011) has pointed out the
importance of assessment, which can assist teachers in identifying both children’s
observable skills and more subtle concepts that children construct during their early play
and learning experiences.
On the other hand, the study has suggested that it is not only crucial for teachers
to report on children’s play and learning; it is also significant for teachers to reflect on
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their own teaching and professional learning (Cheng et al., 2012). Through reflecting on
their own teaching and professional learning, teachers come to make sense of the
theoretical knowledge that they have gained and also make sense of their actual
classroom practices (Cheng, 2001). All of these reflections should be considered crucial
parts of the process of teachers’ conceptualization of the play-learning relationship, since
they can be seen as helpful in narrowing the gap between theory and practice.

Continuous professional development
In addition to developing a theoretical background and practicing interactive and
responsive engagement, it is important for teachers to continue developing their
professional skills. In particular, teachers should take the opportunity to put theory into
practice. Yet practical experiences are not limited to the classroom; they also include
attending professional workshops, training sessions, and community events. As Howard’s
(2010) study points out, “Without adequate training and preparation, practitioners are
particularly susceptible to the adoption of structured activities, where learning is more
easily observed…” (p. 93). Thus, it is important to enable teachers to continue to engage
in opportunities for professional development, so that they have more confidence in their
ability to implement a play-based curriculum.
Having a supportive community can play an influential role in teachers’
professional development as well. For instance, researchers have found peer support and
interaction to be beneficial in helping teachers resolve problems that they encounter while
teaching (Cheng et al., 2012). Cheng (2011) has suggested that teachers should be open to
cooperating with the surrounding community: that is, parents, administrators, and
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colleagues. Through cooperating with the surrounding community, teachers may come to
recognize previously-unnoticed solutions; they may also receive necessary support in
conceptualizing children’s play and learning.

Revising and refining teachers’ theories
It is also important for teachers to keep revising and refining their individual
theories about play and learning based on their classroom experiences, including the
issues that they perceive and the challenges that they encounter. As Cheng (2001) has
suggested, “Theories of teaching need to be built on the practical experience of
practitioners which embody their difficulties, constraints, venues of feasibility, worries
and satisfactions of their experience with the next generation within their own context”
(p. 869). Thus, teachers’ theories should not be simply delivered by others. Instead, they
require teachers’ internalization, remodeling, and adjustment. This reflects Cheng’s
(2012) discussion of the importance of having teachers form “overarching theor[ies].”
Cheng has argued that without overarching theories, it is difficult for teachers to combat
challenges posed by the existing culture. In order to establish their overarching theories,
teachers must be competent in revising and refining their own theories after evaluating
their particular barriers, cultural contexts, and realities. Teachers’ critical thinking,
continuous personal inquiry, and developmental knowledge are also crucial components
for framing overarching theories.
On the other hand, Cheng and Stimpson (2004) have proposed the notion of
“inner power,” which can result from teachers’ persistent inquiry and meta-reflective
abilities. Inner power, according to Cheng and Stimpson, may help teachers to uncover
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and reassemble insight gained from previous experiences in order to further develop play
theory and play-based curricula within their particularized contexts. Inner power also
helps to reveal elements of teachers’ implicit knowledge that subtly influence their
conceptualizations and practices regarding play. In short, teachers should focus not on
what strategies that they think they should utilize or what given theories that they think
they should adopt; instead, teachers should consider play theory in a dynamic and flexible
way, a way which emphasizes their power of self-development and self-learning.

Vygotsky’s SCT: Exploring the Significance of
Children’s Play and Teachers’ Roles
Many ECE studies recognize Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory (SCT) as a crucial
framework for addressing children’s play and learning. Some researchers, for instance,
have quoted Vygotsky’s (1978) famous statement that “in play it is as though he were a
head taller than himself” when addressing children’s play and learning (p. 102).
Vygotsky’s theory of learning, according to Kozulin (2003), takes into account both
individual and sociocultural dimensions. Kozulin (1998) has stressed that it is important
to comprehend both the individual and sociocultural dimensions of children’s learning
situations, since “the true subject of learning is an integrative whole that includes the
child, the adult, and the symbolic tool provided by a given society” (p. 3). Thus, in
addition to providing implications for children’s play, learning, and development,
Vygotsky’s SCT illustrates the significant role of the teacher in children’s play. This
section accordingly provides an in-depth discussion of Vygotsky’s SCT that incorporates
not only the significance of children’s play, but also the importance of teachers’
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perceptions and roles in the implementation of children’s play.

The use of “tools” and its implications
One of fundamental concepts of Vygotsky’s SCT is the use of “tools.” Humans’
higher levels of psychological development, according to Vygotsky, rest upon their
qualitative transformation through culture, as well as their mastery of tools such as
notched sticks, knots, and writing. In other words, humans possess the ability to utilize
culture as a means to overcome the constraints of biology. Thus, Vygotsky views using
“tools” as the distinctive feature of humans’ adaption to their environment. This
characteristic not only makes humans different from other animals, but also grants them
higher levels of psychological development (Vygotsky, 1930, as cited in Karpov, 2005).
This fundamental idea helps make apparent the implications of Vygotsky’s belief
in play as both a self-help tool and a socially assisted tool that promotes children’s
learning and cognitive development (Johnson et al., 2005). Vygotsky (1978) believes
that ”children’s symbolic play can be understood as a very complex system
of ’speech‘ through gestures that communicate and indicate the meaning of the
playthings” (p. 108). In a play episode, children have the opportunity to use tools
(symbols, signs, and speech) to express themselves and communicate with others. Even
though children may have not yet developed the ability to speak fluently, they can use
gestures or objects during their early play episodes that represent their nascent
understanding of symbolic tools. After these tools are acquired and internalized, they can
then be used as mediators for the children’s further cognitive development. This higher
level of cognitive functioning includes symbolic thought, abstract thought, and
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imagination (Karpov, 2005; Smidt, 2009). Researchers have pointed out that learning to
use tools during early childhood has a direct impact on children’s future abilities and
learning experiences (Bodrova & Leong, 2007). For instance, children’s use of symbolic
representations in play during their early stages of development can help them to master
symbolic relationships and may affect their future writing abilities (Kozulin, 1998;
Vygotsky, 1978).
According to Kozulin (1998), Vygotsky believes that through appropriating
symbolic tools, people develop an “internalized version” of them, and Vygotsky describes
this internalized version as “psychological tools.“ Psychological tools, according to
Kozulin (1998), are those symbolic artifacts!signs, symbols, texts, formulae, graphicsymbolic devices!that are from a given culture and, when internalized by learners,
become inner cognitive tools, helping the learners master the psychological functions of
perception, memory, and attention. These tools are culturally constructed and can be
regarded as aids in problem-solving, cognition, learning, and social activity (Lantolf,
2000). Acknowledging the significance of using these tools, Poehner (2008) has pointed
out that “education can be thought of as the activity of helping learners to develop
psychological tools” (p. 30).
The aforementioned discussion confirms the importance of learning and
appropriating tools in the early stages of children’s development. However, Kozulin
(2003) has noted that even though these tools have great educational potential, they
remain ineffective if there is no human mediator to stimulate children’s appropriation of
them. Vygotsky proposes that children’s ability to use tools is learned from and mediated
by adults (Bodrova & Leong, 2007). Thus, teachers become remarkably important in
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children’s acquisition of tools. Rather than teaching children specific skills or imparting
particular knowledge, according to Vygotsky, teachers should recognize children’s play
behaviors, which may carry with them information about children’s early appropriation of
tools. Teachers should then act as mediators, assisting children to use tools independently.
This acquisition of tools should not be seen as a one-time activity, however. Instead, this
acquisition should be recognized as a developmental process that requires teachers’
deliberate mediation, as well as time for children’s internalization. Take children’s play,
for instance: teachers should allow children to experience the same play activity more
than once, so that the children have the opportunity to internalize the corresponding
psychological tools. The research of Bodrova and Leong (2003) buttresses this idea,
noting that one of crucial characteristics of mature play is the length of play and teachers’
capacity to sustain children’s play.
Moreover, early childhood practitioners should pay particular attention to
children’s symbolic or sociodramatic play, carefully observing and reflecting on the
information that children try to convey during their play episodes. Early childhood
practitioners should also always provide children with adequate symbolic-based play
scenarios, encourage children to use non-structured materials to experience play, and
carefully consider different kinds of play according to children’s different ages and
developmental stages.

“Mediation” and its implications
The second vital concept of Vygotsky’s theory, which is closely associated with
the idea of using tools, is the concept of “mediation.” As mentioned in the previous
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section, humans use tools in constructing their responses to the world. In line with this
idea, Vygotsky argues that there should be a more complex relationship than the simple
stimulus-response relationship when considering humans’ cognitive processes. Thus,
Vygotsky (1978) addresses another essential component, which is viewed as the third
dimension of the stimulus-response relationship and is placed between the two:
mediation. In Vygotsky’s SCT, the human mind is always mediated (Lantolf, 2000).
Rather than simply and directly responding to their environment, humans use tools to
mediate their cognitive processes and enable their psychological development.
In addition to considering tools as means of mediation, Vygotsky also values the
significant role of human mediators (Kozulin, 1998). For instance, in order to help
children to use tools independently, adults must not only act as providers, providing new
tools to children, but also as mediators, mediating children’s mastery of these tools
(Karpov, 2005). Peers and the environment can also be seen as mediators that help
children appropriate the newly learned tools and develop more sophisticated cognitive
processes. Thus, the concept of mediation exists in terms of both tools and humans when
thinking of humans’ activity.
Some neo-Vygotskians have proposed extended concepts of mediation. NeoVygotskians have argued that children can obtain and master the use of psychological
tools only when they become involved in “joint activity” with adults (Elkonin, 1956;
Galperin, 1957, 1966, 1969; Leontiev, 1959/1964; Zaporozhets, 1986b, as cited in
Karpov, 2005). The concept of joint activity can be regarded as a primary component of
“scaffolding,” which values adult-child collaboration and emphasizes the adult’s
adjustment to a level appropriate for the child’s learning process (Berk & Winsler, 1995).
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More specifically, during joint activity, the adult begins by introducing the child
to a new psychological tool. Wertsch (1981) has considered this kind of specific
assistance from a more expert other as “explicit mediation” (as cited in Smidt, 2009).
During this procedure, the adult assists the child in mastering and internalizing the newly
learned tool by engaging in the joint activity with the child. At the same time, the adult
has to be sensitive enough to notice the child’s developmental process, since the level of
the adult’s mediation should gradually decrease as the child progressively internalizes the
concept and becomes more able to perform the task at hand independently (Karpov,
2005). As a result, mediation during this developmental stage transforms from the adult’s
direct mediation to the adult’s tacit mediation, based on the child’s internalized cognitive
process. Vygotsky considers this second form of mediation “implicit mediation”
(Wertsch, 1981, as cited in Smidt, 2009). As a participant in the joint activity, the adult
should be capable of recognizing this implicit mediation and give the child the
appropriate scaffolding in order to facilitate the child’s successful independent
performance. Ultimately, the child’s independent performance of the newly learned task
is what Vygotsky considers development.
As mentioned previously, many early childhood researchers have pointed out the
significance of teachers’ involvement in children’s play, since children’s play is an
activity that touches upon many social and cultural components. Leong and Bodrova
(2012), for example, have indicated that children can never reach a completely developed
state through play activity without teachers’ appropriate mediation and scaffolding. In
other words, rather than remaining in the same roles during children’s play and learning,
teachers should be flexible, always adjusting their levels of scaffolding and providing
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different forms and levels of assistance based on children’s learning and developmental
processes.
Karpov (2005) has similarly pointed out the importance of adults’ mediation in
children’s sociodramatic play, arguing that children are not able to capture the social roles
and implicit relations that are “hidden” in adults’ actions through their own observations.
Thus, neo-Vygotskians have advocated for teachers’ explanations of different social
relations, suggesting that the introduction of different social roles to children should be a
major component of adults’ mediation in sociodramatic play (Karpov, 2005). Theorists
have likewise suggested that teachers’ proper scaffolding of children’s play episodes,
which includes supporting children in the use of object substitutes, assisting children in
the creation of plots, and helping children to act out different roles, are crucial elements
of adults’ mediation. In short, adults’ mediation in children’s play is able not only to
increase children’s play quality, but also to lead children to higher levels of development.
Bodrova and Leong have suggested an approach for early childhood practitioners
to strategically assess and scaffold children’s play. They base their approach on
Vygotsky’s notion of mediation and call it PRoPELS (Bodrova & Leong, 2007), which is
an acronym that represents the most crucial elements of children’s play: plan, roles,
props, extended, language, and scenario. Bodrova and Leong have utilized Vygotsky’s
notion of mediation in order to suggest how teachers can best support children’s play by
planning how or what to play with children, maintaining play roles and play rules in
children’s play scenarios, assisting children in using props in symbolic way, monitoring
children’s use of language during play activity, and extending children’s play scenarios
and the length of play. Bodrova and Leong have argued that teachers can provide flexible
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and thoughtful mediation through this approach, thereby leading children to higher levels
of development.
The approach of PRoPELS suggested by Bodrova and Leong responds to the
strategy of a mediated learning experience (MLE) proposed by Feuerstein (1979) and
which is based on Vygotksy’s theoretical framework. A mediated learning experience,
according to Kozulin and Presseisen (1995), refers to “a special quality of mediated
interaction between the child and environmental stimuli. This quality is achieved by the
interposition of an initiated and intentioned adult between the stimuli of the environment
and the child” (p. 69). A mediated learning experience requires a teacher’s intentionality
in targeting a specific object. This notion of teacher intentionality reflects what Leong
and Bodrova (2012) have suggested: that is, that the teacher’s scaffolding of children’s
play through planning roles and discussing scenarios with children is one of crucial steps
in increasing play quality. In addition, Kozulin and Presseisen (1995) have pointed out
that “MLE becomes possible only when stimuli, events, or information are infused with
meaning by a mediator” (p. 70). This mirrors Bodrova and Leong’s contention regarding
the importance of a teacher’s explanation of roles and relationships in children’s dramatic
play. Another crucial component of the MLE is “transcendence,” which refers to the
embedded value that results from the mediated learning experience and that surpasses the
surface value. Take children’s dramatic play, for example. Through the teacher’s
mediation in pretend play, the child not only has the opportunity to act as a mother; she
also gains knowledge about the concepts of family, culture, and more implicitly, the
mother’s role. In short, Bodrova and Leong have provided an interpretable example of the
application of the MLE for ECE.
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The “zone of proximal development” (ZPD) and its implications
The previous section considered how mediation plays an important role in
children’s learning and development. Vygotsky also asserts that “mediation deals with
involving the child in performing at the level of potential development of a certain mental
process, which will create the zone of proximal development of this process” (as quoted
in Karpov, 2005, p. 34). The “zone of proximal development” is one of the most wellknown and fundamental terms in Vygotsky’s theory. Vygotsky (1978) points out that if
one wants to discover the actual relationship between the developmental process and
learning capacities, one must determine at least two developmental levels. The first is
called the actual developmental level, which represents “the level of development of a
child’s mental function that has been established” (p. 85); put differently, this is the level
at which children can complete tasks on their own without any assistance. The second is
called the potential developmental level, which is considered the level of development
that children have not yet achieved but at which they can arrive with an adult’s guidance
or via interaction with their more competent peers. What Vygotsky calls the ZPD, then, is
the distance between the actual developmental level and the potential development level.
Vygotsky (1978) asserts that “what is in the zone of proximal development today
will be the actual developmental level tomorrow” (p. 87). This demonstrates the dynamic
nature of children’s developmental processes and suggests that early childhood
practitioners should focus not only on what children are able to do in this moment, but
should pay attention to those cognitive functions that are in the process of maturing.
Kozulin (1998) has emphasized the importance of the zone of proximal development in
ECE, asserting that “the child with a narrow ZPD may have a poor prospect in terms of
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his or her ability to benefit from the instruction provided by adults” (p. 69). Thus, it is
important for teachers to be able to comprehend the child’s developmental process and
provide appropriate mediation.
Researchers have often applied the concept of ZPD to children’s play. This
fundamental idea stems from Vygotsky’s (1978) belief that “play creates a zone of
proximal development of the child. In play a child always behaves beyond his average
age, above his daily behavior; in play it is as though he were a head taller than himself”
(p. 102). Moreover, the potential capacity that children initially demonstrate in play
episodes gradually comes to be demonstrated in non-play episodes. As Lantolf (2000) has
stated, play activity provides children an opportunity to experience actual situations and
“project the future” (p. 13). This suggests how play creates a ZPD for children.
Building on the above research regarding the relationship between play and ZPD,
Fleer (2009) has utilized Vygotsky’s notion of “play provid[ing] a space for the conscious
realization of concept” (p. 4) in order to point out that a ZPD arises from children’s play.
Vygotsky differentiates between two distinctive notions of “concepts” with respect to
children’s learning processes: everyday concepts and scientific concepts. Everyday
concepts, which are also called spontaneous concepts, “are the result of generalization of
everyday personal experience in the absence of systematic instruction” (Karpov, 2003, p.
65). These kinds of concepts are less systematic, with a lower level of consciousness, and
can often be misguided. In contrast to everyday concepts, “scientific concepts represent
the generalization of the experience of humankind that is fixed in science, understood in
the broadest sense of the term to include both natural and social sciences as well as the
humanities” (Karpov, 2003, p. 66). In this sense, scientific concepts have a more logical,
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formal, and systematic structure than everyday concepts (Kozulin, 1998).
Although they are two completely different ideas, everyday concepts and
scientific concepts are closely connected in Vygotsky’s theorization. Vygotsky asserts that
children’s understanding of scientific concepts cannot be realized without everyday
concepts, since everyday concepts are the foundation for the acquisition of scientific
concepts. Only when children reach a certain developmental level in understanding
everyday concepts are they able to assimilate the related scientific concepts (Vygotsky,
1986).
More importantly, “Vygotsky (1966) argued that in play, children are positioned
as having to move outside of everyday concepts, and begin to consciously consider the
behaviours of everyday practice” (as cited in Fleer, 2009, p. 5). In other words, through
engaging in play activity, children come to occupy more conscientious and active
positions, thinking about specific concepts that are related to their play episodes. This,
according to Vygotsky, is the key moment for children in moving to the next stage of
development. Thus, Vygotsky believes that play activity lifts children’s concept formation
from everyday concepts to scientific concepts; he also believes it creates children’s ZPD.
Fleer’s (2009) study has provided a practical application for ECE according to
Vygotsky’s notion of everyday concepts and scientific concepts; it has also supported
Vygotsky’s theory that play-based programs provide spaces for children to develop both
everyday concepts and scientific concepts. However, Fleer has further pointed out that
children’s quality experiences of play require teachers’ keen observations of children’s
everyday experiences and their thoughtful mediations in children’s framing of scientific
concepts; otherwise, children’s play remains at the everyday conceptual level. In her
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study, Fleer tried to determine the relationship between everyday concepts and scientific
concepts within playful contexts in preschools, exploring how young children developed
their conceptual understandings in science through engaging in play-based programs.
Examining two different early childhood settings (one a materially rich environment; the
other a more structurally and systematically constructed environment), Fleer found that in
the materially rich setting, though a lot of play equipment and many resources were
supplied, the teachers’ inadequate interactions with the children meant that the children’s
learning stayed primarily at the everyday conceptual level. Moreover, children’s play
behaviors tended to be repetitive, random, and less conceptual without the teachers’
mediation.
In contrast, the more conceptually- and structurally-oriented program generated
more scientific learning for children through the teachers’ systematic investigation of the
children’s play. The study not only shows the importance of the teachers’ mediation in
bringing children’s everyday experiences and scientific concepts together and assisting in
children’s concept formation; it also points to the importance of ensuring that play
activities include opportunities for children to experience both everyday concepts and
scientific concepts. Fleer (2009) concluded: “Where children had opportunities for
experiential everyday learning alongside scientific learning, there was evidence of
broader range of thinking by the children, and a more expensive range of element of a
concept being explored” (p. 302).
Ultimately, Vygotsky’s notion of the ZPD suggests that children’s learning
capacity is not restricted by what they already know or what they are already capable of
doing. Instead, the implicit information about what children are starting to comprehend
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and what they are on their way to independently performing is more significant and
meaningful to teachers. Therefore, it is important for early childhood practitioners to be
able to notice these kinds of hidden messages conveyed to them by children. Teachers
play crucial roles in providing the learning components within children’s ZPDs and
maximizing children’s learning by guiding children along their developmental pathways.
As Vygotsky (1956) stresses:
[I]nstruction is good only when it proceeds ahead of development. It then
awakens and rouses to life those functions which are in a stage of maturing, which
lie in the zone of proximal development. It is in this way that instruction plays an
extremely important role in development (p. 278, as cited in Berk & Winsler,
1995, p. 106).
Therefore, teachers must provide the learning elements that fit children’s potential
development, and this requires teachers’ collaboration with children in joint activity
(Berk & Winsler, 1995). In addition, since play creates the ZPD that allows children to
expand their understandings of the sociocultural world, it is important for teachers to
recognize play as a method for helping children to achieve higher stages of development
than would be possible through non-play activity (Duncan & Tarulli, 2003). This
necessitates teachers’ creating opportunities for children to develop scientific concepts,
given what they have perceived regarding the children’s developed everyday concepts.

Play and Pedagogy
After having more in-depth understanding of the nature of children’s play and the
significance of teacher’s role in children’s play, this section shifts to discover some recent
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literature, which addresses the effective pedagogy of play.

Developmental pedagogy (Pramling Samuelsson, 2006)
Developmental pedagogy expects teachers to recognize possibilities for children
to play or learn from their environments, and holds teachers responsible for creating
challenging and abundant stimuli for children to explore and play. As such, teachers who
utilize developmental pedagogy usually have their teaching targets in mind at the
beginning. However, whether these goals are reached is not the primary concern. Instead,
teachers keep these goals in mind while simultaneously staying vigilant of all the
possibilities for children to play and learn. “How children learn,” therefore, is more
crucial than “what children learn.”
Developmental pedagogy further encourages teachers to make room for children
to express their own wishes and creativity and to make decisions. The idea of “childcentered” teaching is important to this pedagogy. In order to recognize children’s
interests, needs, and developmental stages, teachers must pay attention to their
communication and interactions with the children. Pramling Samuelsson (2006) has
suggested that learning outcomes thus become more comprehensive, including the
teacher’s specification and understanding of children’s learning targets; the teacher’s
significant impact on children’s learning processes; and the documentation of children’s
competence. In this approach, the similarities of play and learning, as viewed from the
perspective of children, are valued; indeed, this perspective forms the basis of
developmental pedagogy (Pramling Samuelsson & Asplund Carlsson, 2008).
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Teachable-moment-oriented curriculum (Hyun & Marshall, 2010)
The teachable-moment-oriented curriculum also emphasizes the significance of
children’s spontaneous activities, interests, and readiness. In addition to recognizing the
value of adopting a child-centered orientation, the teachable-moment-oriented curriculum
promotes the importance of teachers’ attentive observation of children’s behaviors during
the teachers’ interactions with children. Through continuously observing children’s play
episodes and moments and following up with teacher actions concordant with children’s
initiatives, interests, and abilities, teachers are able to provide better guidance and
opportunities for children to play and learn. Moreover, the teachable-moment-oriented
curriculum also points out the importance of a hidden curriculum. Teachers have to be
sensitive enough to notice and interpret those hidden curricula that both learners and
teachers generate. According to Hyun and Marshall, “Within this dynamic, the teacher
must grasp (i.e. observe, recognize, and interpret) a teachable moment and transform it
into meaningful (sometimes unexpected) curriculum practice which is related to the
child’s learning and developmental experiences” (p. 121).
On the other hand, the teachable-moment-oriented curriculum suggests that it is
crucial for teachers to continuously engage in self-reflection and inquiry. The observation
thus takes into account not only children’s play behaviors, but also the teacher’s own
intentions, motivations, interpretations, and actions. Moreover, this curriculum relies
upon the premise that teachers are not the sole arbiters of knowledge construction.
Instead, it advocates shared knowledge construction: both teachers and students are
empowered to create knowledge. Put differently, this curriculum values interdependent
learning experiences, or learning experiences facilitated by both learners and teachers
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(Hyun & Marshall, 2010).

Integrated pedagogy (Wood, 2010)
Integrated pedagogy has concepts similar to the previous two approaches. It, too,
stresses the significance of children’s interests, development, and initiatives; it likewise
emphasizes teachers’ observation and interactions in children’s play. In addition,
integrated pedagogy tries to incorporate the advantages of both teacher-directed and
child-initiated activities. As Wood notes, “Teaching and learning, therefore, become coconstructive processes, where the focus is on dynamic interactions between people,
resources and activities in the settings, with the curriculum being used as a framework
rather than a straitjacket” (p. 12). Hoorn et al. (2011) have proposed putting “play at the
center of a balanced curriculum.” This approach values play as the primary concern and
views children’s daily life experiences and teacher-directed activities as supplements that
support children’s play and learning. The idea of “cooperation” again plays an integral
role.
In summary, these different pedagogical directions highly emphasize the
significance of integration. For early childhood educators, the main concern is not trying
to find a specific approach to adopt, but being able to put the different approaches in
conversation with one another. Though it is important to understand play from the
perspective of children, it is more critical to be able to flexibly integrate different
approaches into play-based curricula and to be open-minded to the many possibilities.
Johnson et al. (1999) have indicated that a quality curriculum is which that stems from
children’s spontaneous activities. Keen and thoughtful teachers pick up on the themes of
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these activities, and then create a curriculum. No matter which pedagogy teachers are
utilizing, the teachers themselves play profoundly important roles in the pedagogy of
play. As Cheng (2012) has pointed out, “Play-based pedagogy demands flexibility in the
curriculum where the teacher has great sensitivity on young children’s behavior so as to
capture, sustain, and extend children’s playfulness and weave it with the object of
learning of the curriculum. It demands an extremely high professional competence from a
teacher as far as pedagogy is concerned” (p.67).

Current Policies, Directions, and Practices of
Early Childhood Teacher Preparation in Taiwan
The Alliance of Elementary Teacher Training, which began in 2011 under the
guidance of Taiwan’s Ministry of Education, aims to strengthen the connections and
degree of cooperation among Taiwan’s teacher-education colleges, kindergartens, and
related developmental institutions. Based on this goal, the Alliance has identified three
ambitious directions for the better "training and applying" of future teachers: pre-service
teachers’ education, professional training (internships), and professional development
(Ou, 2012).

Pre-service teachers’ education
Cultivating teachers’ awareness of cultural diversity
“Multicultural” awareness is one of critical emphases in Taiwan’s current early
childhood environment. According to The White Book of Teacher Education (Ministry of
Education, 2012), teacher-education colleges should offer more courses on the issues of
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“immigrant families” and “aboriginal families.” Furthermore, the colleges should initiate
conversations with these different types of families so that future teachers can gain more
concrete insights into the workings of such diverse families. That being suggested, robust
understandings of cultural diversity requires teachers’ personal involvement in
comprehending children’s various cultural contexts, as well as their attentively observing
children’s diverse living environments and cultures.

Assisting teachers in identifying their dynamic roles
As mentioned previously, the teacher’s role in today’s society is no longer merely
that of a knowledge transmitter. Thus, current teacher-preparation programs place
significant attention on helping pre-service teachers to recognize their diverse roles as
early childhood teachers. Indeed, “Curriculum Outlines for Kindergarten Education and
Care Activities” identifies four different roles of an early childhood teacher: as the
manager (operator) of the class’s culture and the learning environment; as the children’s
learning and living partner; as the children’s learning leader; and as a cooperative partner
with children’s families (Ministry of Education, 2012).
As class and learning environment managers (operators), teachers must be
capable of planning and providing meaningful learning situations and environments for
children to explore. This means that pre-service teachers should develop their ability to
value the learning resources within children’s living environments (e.g. kindergarten,
family, or community) and to further increase children’s learning opportunities based on
these surrounding environments. Moreover, as children’s learning and living partners,
pre-service teachers should become active in children’s activities. Through involving
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themselves in children’s explorations and activities, pre-service teachers will be able to
observe and comprehend the children’s needs and developmental stages. Thus, the
teachers will also need to be able to develop their competence in responding to children’s
needs by providing the appropriate feedback and encouragement. Furthermore, as
children’s learning leaders, pre-service teachers must grasp children’s previous learning
experiences and be able to provide children with new learning experiences that are
relevant to their lives. Finally, it is extremely important for pre-service teachers to hone
their ability to communicate and cooperate with parents, so that the children can have
better and more purposeful early educational experiences. Thus, as partners of families,
pre-service teachers must develop their skills of valuing and building up positive
relationships with families.

Developing teachers’ concepts of children’s play and the child-centered classroom
“Curriculum Outlines for Kindergarten Education and Care Activities”
emphasizes that early childhood teachers should avoid adopting rigid approaches to the
curricular transmission of knowledge and skills. Instead, the outlines stress the value of
the child-centered classroom and children’s active learning. The outlines also attach a
high degree of importance to children’s play and note its implications for children’s
learning. With this in mind, teacher-educators should pay particular attention to fostering
pre-service teachers’ ability to provide children with creative activities that are based on
the concept of the child-centered classroom. Teacher-educators should also focus on
helping pre-service teachers develop competency in implementing play as part of
children’s learning. It is important for pre-service teachers to develop their concepts of
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play and to be able to provide children with multiple and authentic play opportunities that
are based on the children’s interests and original intentions.

Professional training (internships)
After pre-service teachers gain professional knowledge and develop their
theoretical backgrounds and philosophies while at teacher-education colleges, they move
to the second stage: professional training (internships). In this phase, training institutions
have the primary responsibility for guiding the pre-service teachers. Many studies have
uncovered the barriers facing pre-service teachers during their practicum teachings.
Recognizing these barriers, Cheng (2009) has suggested that pre-service teachers’
professional training should be implemented in a more comprehensive and purposeful
way. She has divided the process of teachers’ training into four phases: preparation,
practicing, reflection, and feedback and integration.

Preparation
Under Taiwan’s current teacher-education system, pre-service teachers usually use
the last year of college to do their internships. During the penultimate year, they begin to
make plans, find advisors and training supervisors, and look for training institutions.
Studies suggest that it is critical for advisors and teacher-educators to assist pre-service
teachers in selecting proper training institutions based on each teacher’s needs and
expectations. As the pre-service teachers have already acquired significant professional
knowledge during their college years, the advisors and teacher-educators should at this
point help the teachers to review this professional knowledge, discover their philosophies
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of early childhood education, and assess their own professional development and
readiness.

Practicing
During this stage, pre-service teachers practice what they have learned at college.
They make their first attempts at designing curricula, interacting with children, managing
the classroom environment, cooperating with colleagues, communicating with parents,
and assessing children’s learning performances, among other tasks. All of these practices
require training supervisors’ attentive guidance and instruction. It is especially important
for advisors to help the pre-service teachers to keep in good communication and on good
terms with their training institutions and supervisors. According to The White Book for
Teacher Education (Ministry of Education, 2012), the primary concern for supervisors
during the internship phase is assisting pre-service teachers to turn their theories into
practical action. Thus, the teachers not only regard their supervisors as instructors; they
also regarded them as partners and supportive guides. As Cheng (2009) has suggested, it
is critical for both advisors and supervisors to pay attention to pre-service teachers’
emotions during their training.

Reflection
Pre-service teachers can make their practices meaningful by reflecting on their
experiences and receiving helpful responses and feedback on their reflections from their
supervisors. This process also helps supervisors to better grasp the pre-service teachers’
learning situations and professional development. These reflections and records can also
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be regarded as part of the teachers’ action research. Through this procedure, the preservice teachers learn how to create their own professional learning portfolios and make
their actions meaningful.
As The White Book of Teacher Education (Ministry of Education, 2102) suggests,
pre-service teachers should hone their ability to engage in reflective teaching, which
emphasizes the recording of one’s own professional development as well as one’s
professional conversations with others. All of these skills are important for early
childhood practitioners. Cheng (2009) has also suggested that advisors can use the
approach of storytelling to ensure that every pre-service teacher working in the classroom
has the opportunity to share his or her thoughts and to explore others’ experiences.
Through this kind of interactive conversation, pre-service teachers gain a supportive
community; they also develop the ability to create a professional social network, which is
advantageous for the teachers’ continuous learning and development within the
profession.

Feedback and integration
The last stage of professional training enables pre-service teachers to integrate
and organize the experiences that they have had during their various internships (typically
one per semester). The teachers must make cohesive, coherent portfolios and exhibit
them to peers, supervisors, and advisors. Through reviewing the pre-service teachers’
portfolios, teacher-educators have the chance to examine whether such training is
beneficial to the teachers’ professional development.
These four stages of teacher-education—planning for teaching, using action
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research to record and reflect on the professional learning process, organizing
professional-development records, and sharing experiences with others—provide teachereducators with an explicit framework for instructing pre-service teachers as they begin
their teaching careers. The stages also help the pre-service teachers to develop supportive
networks by which to have more positive internship experiences.

Professional development
The Alliance of Elementary Teacher Training emphasizes that teachers should
continue to seek professional development through different approaches. Attending
professional seminars, becoming involved in professional communities, and visiting and
observing professional institutions and other teachers are all helpful means of
professional development. Moreover, it is important for pre-service teachers to keep in
mind that they are both teachers and researchers (Ou, 2012). Having an open-minded
attitude towards research enables pre-service teachers to keep learning new information
and developing professional skills. The White Book of Teacher Education (Ministry of
Education, 2012) has also pointed out the significance of future teachers’ embrace of
internationalization. In line with this belief, it encourages teachers to go abroad and
participate in cultural exchanges and international learning opportunities that may help to
broaden their visions.

Children’s play and teacher preparation in Taiwan
As mentioned previously, early childhood teachers’ specialties and their
competency in implementing children’s play is one of the focal points in current
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Taiwanese early childhood teacher preparation programs. Chang (2014) has found that
there are more than 40 colleges in Taiwan focused on preparing early childhood teachers;
only a few of them, however, list a play course as required. Chang (2014) argues that
when teachers do not truly comprehend the essence of children’s play, “they borrow the
skin of play in teaching as if it were play-oriented learning” (p. 130). Lu (2003) has
likewise found that most of today’s early childhood teachers tend to apply “unit-based
curricula,” which mean that the teachers plan the learning directions and content for
children, and then guide children in their learning by following the lesson plans that have
been made. This approach makes the teacher akin to a leader or a guide. In other words,
the teacher has the autonomy to determine the children’s means of learning and
directions. Although the teacher may try to provide the children with some playful
activities to learn, Lu (2003) has argued that the children’s play and learning experiences
may still be restricted by what the teacher has planned for them.
Chang and Lu’s studies suggest that there is little authentic play in Taiwan’s ECE
environment (Huang, 2009); they also help to suggest that the focus on children’s play in
teacher-education programs is extremely essential. Without an emphasis on play during
early childhood teacher preparation, it is difficult for pre-service teachers to effectively
implement play into their pedagogical practices. Chang (2014) has contended that one of
the urgent priorities for early childhood teacher preparation is to assist pre-service
teachers in experiencing the essence of play through concrete examples provided during
their teacher education. Otherwise, governmental policies encouraging more play will
remain mere rhetoric.
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Research on Teachers’ Theories, Practices, and the Theory-Practice Gap
The early section of the literature review addressed teachers’ conceptions and
practices of children’s play and learning. However, the relationship between ones’
thoughts and actions can be extremely complex. Recognizing that many studies in the
field of teacher education have shown an existing gap between teachers’ theories
including their knowledge, thoughts, and beliefs, and their actual practices, Lanier and
Little (1986) have explicitly noted that one of critical problems in teacher education
remains the theory-practice gap. This section thus focuses on the vexed relationship
between teachers’ theories and their practices through an exploration of previous
literature.
Calderhead (1991) has asserted that student-teachers may come to teachereducation programs with some initial knowledge based on their previous school
experiences. Calderhead and Robson (1991) have called this an “image of teaching” that
is developed from the teachers’ previous learning experiences. According to Leinhardt
(1988), previous influential experiences may include both childhood experiences and
teacher education. Both of these experiences are extremely influential when considering
the pre-service teachers’ developing knowledge and the pedagogical approaches they
eventually adopt.
As Calderhead (1991) has pointed out, this initial knowledge and the particular
image held by a student-teacher may influence the perceptions he or she develops during
the training process, as well as his or her interpretations of courses during teacher
education. He has also argued that all of these factors may affect a student-teacher’s later
classroom practices. Calderhead (1991) writes: “Their knowledge has been extracted
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from their experiences as a student and has been acquired from a student perspective” (p.
532); moreover, “knowledge gained from their own school experience shapes the student
teacher’s perceptions of teaching and their own developing practices” (p. 532).
Similarly, Borko and Putnam (1996) have stated, “[T]eachers’ existing knowledge
and beliefs are critical in shaping what and how they learn from teacher education
experiences” (p. 674). They have further argued that this kind of preexisting knowledge
may be difficult to change. All of these studies highlight how teachers’ previous
experiences comprise a critical factor that may affect their developing understandings and
practices.
Speaking about teachers’ knowledge, Kessels and Korthagen (2001) have
identified two types of knowledge regarding teacher education. One is knowledge as
episteme; the other is knowledge as phronesis. Episteme, according to Kessels and
Korthagen (2001), is theoretical and aligned with scientific understanding. Phronesis, on
the other hand, is practical wisdom, and is largely derived from accumulated experiences.
Kessels and Korthagen (2001) have argued that what is most significant in teacher
education is not episteme, but the practical wisdom that springs from teachers’ perceptual
knowledge and experiences.
Calderhead (1991) has also pointed out the complicated relationship between
student-teachers’ theories and practices. He has argued that teachers’ espoused knowledge
and beliefs sometimes are different from their implicit or unintended practices. Cheng
and Stimpson (2004), however, have suggested that few teachers are able to notice an
existing gap between their espoused theories and their classroom practices. Studies have
indicated that the relationship between teachers’ theories and practices can be influenced
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or mediated by external factors. Cheng (2009), for instance, has pointed out that most
novice teachers experience a “reality shock” (p. 31) when they transition from students to
novice teachers. They may be very confused when they recognize the disparity between
the theories that they learned at their colleges and the actual situations that they encounter
in the classroom. This responds to Calderhead’s (1991) statement, which suggests that the
student-teacher’s level of stress and self-confidence during the teaching process can also
be influential to his or her building of theories and practices.
All of these studies help to reveal that having an in-depth understanding of the
relationship between pre-service teachers’ theories and actual practices is extremely
important in teacher education. Studies have suggested that reflection is one of the most
effective methods for better comprehending the relationship between teachers’ theories
and practices (Cheng & Stimpson, 2004; Schon, 1987). As Cheng and Stimpson (2004)
have argued, “[K]nowledge-in-action is often implicit, as practitioners find it hard to
make explicit their assumptions, However, individuals’ reflections on their teaching offer
a means to uncover what is going on in the teachers’ minds” (p. 341). Comprehending
pre-service teachers’ “knowledge-in-action” processes can enable teacher-educators and
researchers to better understand the challenges that are faced by the teachers.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

This chapter addresses the study’s research methodology, beginning with a brief
overview of the study’s research questions and design. Next, the chapter provides an
introduction to the research setting and participants, including the study’s sampling
strategy, the research site, the participant-selection process, case define, and the
researcher’s role. The procedures of data collection and data processing are also
addressed. Following this discussion, the techniques for data analysis are discussed.
Finally, approaches for ensuring the quality of the study are considered.

Research Questions
1. What were pre-service teachers’ perceptions of children’s play and learning?
2. How was the idea of “children’s play” influential for the pre-service teachers
in thinking about and implementing play during their practicum teaching?
3. What were the obstacles and enablers facing the pre-service teachers in this
study when seeking to integrate play into their actual classroom practices?

Research Design: Case Study
This study adopts the framework of qualitative research by employing a casestudy method. According to Yin (2012), the first step in determining whether to use the
case-study method is to identify the types of research questions being asked. The case
study is usually appropriate for descriptive questions (“what” questions) or explanatory
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questions (“how” or “why” questions). The research questions for this study, as listed
above, are primarily descriptive and explanatory in nature, making the case study an
appropriate method. Yin (2012) has also asserted that the case-study method emphasizes
the study of a phenomenon within its real-world context; it likewise favors the collection
of data in natural settings. More specifically, Yin (2009a) has defined the case study as
“an empirical inquiry about a contemporary phenomenon (e.g., a ‘case’), set within its
real-world context ! especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the
context are not clearly evident” (p. 18). Conducting a case study thus helps to create a
robust picture of a phenomenon.
In addition, the case study is a method that provides researchers the opportunity to
see something in its integrality, to look at it closely from many different points of view,
and to have an in-depth understanding of it (Thomas, 2011; Yin, 2012). More precisely,
the case study is defined by Thomas (2011) as:
[an analysis] of persons, events, decisions, periods, projects,
policies, institutions or other systems which are studied holistically by one or
more methods. The case that is the subject of the inquiry will be an instance of a
class of phenomena that provides an analytical frame – an object – within which
the study is conducted and which the case illuminates and explicates. (p. 23)
As the main purposes of this study are to explore and describe pre-service teachers’
perceptions, their practicum teaching experiences, and their reflections regarding
children’s play, the pre-service teachers’ perspectives, teaching practices, and reflective
thinking were the concepts embedded with the most meaning and which were
accordingly necessary to unpack. In order to better understand these concepts, the
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researcher decided to adopt the case study as the method for this study. The case study
allows the researcher to explore an issue from many different angles; it also allows the
researcher to deliberately use diverse means to unearth multiple sources of evidence.

Identification of the Research Site and the Selection of Participants
Sampling strategy
The study utilized “purposeful sampling” in order to recruit its participants and
generate data. For this study, the determination of how to sample was based upon Patton’s
(2002) argument, as follows:
The logic and power of purposeful sampling lies in selecting information-rich
cases for study in depth. Information-rich cases are those from which one can
learn a great deal about issues of central importance to purpose of the research,
thus the term purposeful sampling. (p. 230)
The following section provides additional information regarding the selection of the
research site and the participants, and how this helped to generate meaningful data for the
present study.

Research site
The study was conducted at a research university in the northern part of Taiwan
that has an annual enrollment of more than 26,000 graduate and undergraduate students.
The Department of Child and Family Studies (CFS) is a department that aims to educate
future practitioners in the fields of early childhood education (ECE) and family services.
The educational mission statement of CFS puts special emphasis on the relationship
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between children's early education and family. According to CFS’s curriculum plan, all
majors must participate in specialized internships at the CFS-affiliated kindergarten
during their junior years.
The CFS-affiliated kindergarten is an institution that provides early education and
childcare services to the community. Most children there are the children of university
faculty members. The philosophy of the kindergarten is that young children’s learning
stems from the children’s active exploration, including teachers’ implementation of
developmentally appropriate practices and children’s interactions with their peers, adults,
and the diverse environments in which they find themselves.
One particular characteristic of the CFS-affiliated kindergarten, and which led the
researcher to select the CFS-affiliated kindergarten as the study’s research site, is that
unlike most kindergartens in Taiwan that emphasize children’s subject learning, the CFSaffiliated kindergarten does not directly teach students any subject-matter content. Rather,
the CFS-affiliated kindergarten teachers stress that instead of teaching children English,
mathematics, or writing, they concentrate on developing more substantial abilities that
children are able to practically apply. These abilities include problem-solving skill;
cooperation, and communication skills; independent living skills; and self-concept
development, etc. Consistent with the kindergarten’s philosophy, the teachers believe that
all these abilities rely on the presence of diverse and interesting learning environments,
which make young children’s learning more active and meaningful.
Even though the CFS-affiliated kindergarten does not explicitly state its
pedagogical approach, its practices suggest an approach similar to that of play-based
pedagogy. This is the reason why the CFS-affiliated kindergarten was chosen as the
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research site for this study. This study assumes that pre-service teachers who undertake
their practicum teaching in this kindergarten have the freedom to implement “teaching
through play.” By selecting this site, then, the researcher was better able to discover preservice teachers’ authentic beliefs regarding teaching through play.

Participants
The participants in the study were seven junior-year students majoring in CFS.
Before undertaking their internships, the students were asked to locate team members.
Since these seven students were good friends outside of the classroom, they decided to
work together as a team during their spring 2015 internships. Table 1 provides the
personal backgrounds of the seven pre-service teachers.
!
!
Table 1: Personal Backgrounds of the Seven Pre-service Teachers
Pre$service'
Teacher'
(Pseudonym))

Gender) !!!!!!!!School&Year)

1. Quinn
2. Iris
3. Carol
4. Annie
5. Tina
6. Mia
7. Hank

Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male

Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior

Related'Course')
in#Play#Taken)
Teaching-aid creation
Teaching-aid creation
Teaching-aid creation
None
None
Children’s music and movement
Teaching-aid creation

During their period of practicum teaching, the pre-service teachers spent twelve
sessions of four hours each working as student-teachers at the CFS-affiliated kindergarten
(every Friday from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm). During the first phase of their internships
(3/6/2015-4/17/2015), they taught Class Hippo, which is a mixed-age class with 30
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children aged 4-6 years old. During the second phase of their internships (5/8/20156/12/2015), they taught Class Kangaroo, which is also a mixed-age class with 30 children
aged 4-6 years old.
The pre-service teachers' roles and duties during their internships were to create
and implement lesson plans. They also participated in 30-minute discussions with their
two cooperating teachers right after they finished each of their practicum teaching
sessions. The cooperating teachers’ duties were: (1) to assist the pre-service teachers in
developing proper lesson plans (generally, the cooperating teachers preferred to maintain
the original versions of lesson plans that were created by the pre-service teachers), and
(2) to observe the pre-service teachers during each week’s practicum teaching sessions
and provide them with feedback afterwards. There was also a supervising teacher whose
duty was to provide a weekly check-in. Table 2 shows the two cooperating teachers’
personal backgrounds.

Table 2: Personal Backgrounds of the Two Cooperating Teachers
Cooperating+
Teacher!
(Pseudonym))

Gender)

May (Hippo Class)
Lucy (Kangaroo
Class)

Female
Female

Years&of&Teaching&&&
Experience)
16 years
14 years

Educational+++++++++++Certification)
Background
Bachelor of ECE
Bachelor of ECE

ECE Certificate
ECE Certificate

Pre-service teachers were instructed to create their lesson plans using the “theme
curricula design.” This approach emphasizes the importance of continuity and the
integrity of children's learning. Thus, pre-service teachers were expected to delineate
overarching teaching directions and have all their lesson plans completed before their
!
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practicum teaching began. In line with this approach, the pre-service teachers were also
asked to create and discuss their lesson plans as a group. This allowed the pre-service
teachers to share their ideas with each other.
The lesson plans created for Class Hippo included one art play lesson, one
intellectual play lesson, one literacy play lesson, one circle time lesson, and one buildingblock play lesson. For Class Kangaroo, the pre-service teachers made one art play lesson,
one intellectual play lesson, one literacy play lesson, one circle time lesson, and one roleplay lesson. Each lesson plan (see Appendix A) included five play activities. Each week,
one of the pre-service teachers was the “lead teacher” and was responsible for directing
the children during circle time. Another played the role of assistant teacher. After circle
time was corner time, which used four different play corners in the classroom. The rest of
the pre-service teachers were responsible for these four play corners (see Appendix B for
the kindergarten class’s daily schedule). Table 3 and Table 4 show the pre-service
teachers’ duties for Class Hippo and Class Kangaroo.

!Table 3: Pre-service Teachers’ Duties in Class Hippo
!

W2 (3/13)

W3 (3/20)

W4 (3/27)

W5 (4/10)

W6 (4/17)

!

Lead teacher

Iris

Tina

Carol

Hank

Mia

!

Assistant teacher

Carol

Hank

Mia

Annie

Quinn

Literacy corner

Annie

Quinn

Iris

Tina

Carol

Art corner

Mia

Annie

Quinn

Iris

Tina

Intellectual corner

Quinn

Iris

Tina

Carol

Hank

Building-block corner

Hank

Mia

Annie

Quinn

Iris

!
!
!

!
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Table 4: Pre-service Teachers’ Duties in Class Kangaroo
!
W8 (5/15)

W9 (5/22)

W10 (5/29)

W11 (6/5)

W12 (6/12)

Leading teacher

Hank

Quinn

Mia

Tina

Annie

Assistant teacher

Mia

Tina

Annie

Carol

Iris

Literacy corner

Annie

Carol

Iris

Hank

Quinn

Art corner

Tina

Annie

Carol

Iris

Hank

Intellectual corner

Carol

Iris

Hank

Quinn

Mia

Role-play corner

Iris

Hank

Quinn

Mia

Tina

!
!
!
!
!

Since the approach to the internship was team-oriented, and the seven pre-service
teachers worked together to develop the ideas for the lesson plans, it is more appropriate
to consider the seven of them as a one case instead of seven separate cases. Accordingly,
the seven pre-service teachers who were at the time of the study engaging cooperatively
as a team during their practicum teaching are defined as a case, and the present study is
considered a single-case design.
Moreover, since the primary goal of this study was to understand the seven preservice teachers’ perceptions, actions, and reflections regarding their implementation of
children’s play, the two cooperating teachers (one from Class Hippo, another from Class
Kangaroo) and the supervising teacher are excluded from the case. This decision was
made to avoid unnecessarily blurring the study’s focus. However, the cooperating
teachers’ involvement during the pre-service teachers’ internships and their responses
from the discussion in regard to the pre-service teachers’ practices of play are still
addressed in the data-analysis procedure.
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Researcher’s role
The researcher served as a journalist, recording: (1) the pre-service teachers’
conceptualizations of, actual classroom practices in, and reflections on teaching through
play; (2) the cooperating teachers’ concerns about and interventions in pre-service
teachers’ practicum teaching; and (3) the researcher’s own reflections on this study.

Data Collection
Data-collection procedures
Preparation phase (February 2015)
In order to gain entry to the university and kindergarten, a brief proposal was sent
to the directors of two institutions (The Department of CFS and the CFS-affiliated
kindergarten) during the preparation phase. The proposal included a brief statement about
the purposes and methods of the study. In order to support her proposal, the researcher
attended the professional practicum class and provided a brief ten-minute presentation to
the students in order to explain the study. The purpose of the classroom presentation was
to determine those students who were most interested in participating this research,
focusing particularly on those students who were training to become teachers of 4-6 year
old children. In order to prepare for the case study and establish rapport with the
participants, the researcher also spent a few hours at the CFS-affiliated kindergarten
during the preparation phase. This allowed the researcher to become familiar with the
teachers, environment, and culture of the kindergarten. After determining the group of
pre-service teachers, consent forms (see Appendix C) were sent to the participants for
their signatures.
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Data-collection phase (March 2015-June 2015)
The data-collection phase took around three months and included one open-ended
questionnaire for each pre-service teacher; twelve observations of the pre-service
teachers’ teaching practices and their subsequent discussions with the cooperating
teachers; one-on-one in-depth interviews with each pre-service teacher; and document
collection. In order to ensure a comprehensive data set, many diverse collection tools and
strategies were also employed. The details of each are provided below:
1. Open-ended questionnaire: the open-ended questionnaire was given to each preservice teacher at the beginning of the study (the first week of March 2015) to
assess the teacher’s perceptions, including his or her knowledge, beliefs, and
background, regarding children’s play and learning (see Appendix E).
2. Observations and field notes: the researcher observed and made field notes
regarding the pre-service teachers’ practices at the CFS-affiliated kindergarten
each week (this included the pre-service teachers’ interactions with children, the
activities that they prepared for the children, the way they taught, and the way
they responded to the children’s play). Children’s play, learning behaviors, and
responses were also considered part of the observations of this study. During
corner time, since the classroom was divided into four play corners, the researcher
used headphones and frequency modulation in order to clearly observe the preservice teachers’ interactions with children in each of the four corners. The
researcher also observed and made field notes regarding the pre-service teachers’
discussions with their cooperating teachers after each practicum teaching session.!!!
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3. Reflective notes: the researcher’s notes helped to reveal any mistakes, biases,
thoughts, concerns, questions, clarifications, or hypotheses that had occurred to
the researcher during the data-collection process. This was regarded as a tool to
improve the quality of research but not to meet the study’s objectives.
4. One-on-one in-depth interviews: the one-on-one in-depth interview (see Appendix
G) for each pre-service teacher was given right after the teacher’s last practicum
teaching session with the goal of identifying some challenges the pre-service
teacher had encountered or some supports he or she might need while
implementing children’s play during the internship. The interview also sought to
better comprehend each pre-service teacher’s reflections, concerns, and in-depth
thoughts regarding the practice of children’s play. The interview development and
procedure followed were adapted from Seidman’s (2006) Interviewing as
Qualitative Research: A Guide for Researchers in Education and the Social
Sciences. Each interview took between 40-60 minutes. According to Seidman
(2006), the purpose of doing interviews is to understand the “lived experience of
other people and the meaning they make of that experience” (p. 9). Seidman
further argues (2006): “Interviewing provides access to the context of people’s
behavior and thereby provides a way for researchers to understand the meaning of
that behavior” (p. 10). Thus, by holding a one-on-one interview with each preservice teacher, the researcher aimed to better understand each participant’s
concerns and in-depth thoughts regarding his or her practices of children’s play
during the practicum teaching sessions.
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5. Document collection: pre-service teachers’ lesson plans and tasks for their
internship practices were also considered among the data sources, which helped
elucidate the pre-service teachers’ tacit knowledge, ideas, and concerns.
6. Digital recording: to avoid missing out on any important information, the
researcher recorded each of her conversations, interviews, and discussions with
the participants.
!
Table 5: Summary of Data Sources
Data$Source)
Open-ended
questionnaire

Pre-service
teachers’ lesson
plans

Observation notes
from pre-service
teachers’
practicum
teaching sessions
Observation notes
from pre-service
teachers’
discussions with
cooperating
teachers
Transcripts of
one-on-one
interviews with
pre-service
teachers

!

Main%Purpose(s))
Research(Questions)
To grasp pre-service teachers’
Mainly helped to
perceptions of children’s play,
answer RQ 1
including their educational
knowledge, beliefs, and
backgrounds
- To help elucidate how preMainly helped to
service teachers translated their answer RQ 1 and RQ 2
theories of play into action
- To help elucidate pre-service
teachers’ tacit knowledge,
thoughts, and concerns
regarding play
To better understand pre-service Mainly helped to
teachers’ actual practices of
answer RQ 2
play
- To identify some mediating
factors that may have
influenced pre-service teachers’
practices of play
- To help understand pre-service
teachers’ thoughts and concerns
regarding their practices of play
To better understand pre-service
teachers’ reflections regarding
their implementation of
children’s play during their
internships

Mainly helped to
answer RQ 1 and RQ 3

Mainly helped to
answer RQ 3

!!!!!!!Time)
The first week
of March 2015

3/6/20156/12/2015

3/6/20156/12/2015
(12 times
in total)
3/6/20156/12/2015
(12 times
in total)

Mid-June 2015
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Data processing
All the data sources, including the open-ended questionnaire, field notes,
reflective notes, lesson plans, and audio files of the one-on-one interviews, were carefully
organized into different computer files by the researcher. This process helped in the next
step of the coding procedure and data analysis. In order to organize the data sources, the
researcher repeatedly listened to the audio recordings of the one-on-one interviews before
transcribing them. This allowed the researcher to step back from the role of interviewer
and experience a more authentic and active form of listening. The researcher then
transcribed both the actual words spoken by the participants and the participants’ nonverbal communication as recorded in the researcher’s notes during the interviews. The
researcher reviewed the transcripts and listened to the audio files simultaneously to
ensure that all of the interviews were transcribed correctly.

Data Analysis
Inductive analysis approach
Thomas (2006) has discussed taking “a general inductive approach” to analysis.
He indicates that its purposes are:
1.

“to condense extensive and varied raw text data into a brief, summary
format;

2.

to establish clear links between the research objectives and the summary
findings derived from the raw data and to ensure that these links are
both transparent (able to demonstrated to others) and defensible
(justifiable given the objectives of the research); and
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3.

to develop a model or theory about the underlying structure of
experiences or processes that are evidence in the text data.” (p. 238)

As the primary aims of present study are to have an in-depth understanding of pre-service
teachers’ perceptions, actual practices, and reflections, the researcher adopted exclusively
open-ended strategies, including the open-ended questionnaire, observations, relevant
document collection, and one-on-one interviews. Using these open-ended sources, the
researcher performed an inductive analysis to uncover meaningful information from the
collected data.

Inductive coding
Each of the data sources was analyzed using the inductive analytical approach to
qualitative data (Creswell, 2002). The following coding procedure was adopted: (1)
preparation of the raw data files/data cleaning, (2) close reading of the text, (3) creation
of categories, (4) overlapping coding and un-coded text, and lastly, (5) continuing
revision and refinement of the category system (see Figure 2).
Initial reading of

Identify specific

Label the segments

Reduce overlap

Create a model

text data

text segments

of text to create

and redundancy

incorporating most

related to

categories

among the

important

categories

categories

15 to 20 categories

3 to 8 categories

objectives
Many pages of text

Many segments of

30 to 40 categories

text

!
Figure2: The Adopted Coding Process in Inductive Analysis
Source: Adapted from Creswell (2002, p. 266, Figure 9.4)
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The researcher used the traditional hand-coding method of inductive coding in the
present study. Some aids (e.g., highlighter, different colors of sticky notes) facilitated the
coding procedure. The researcher also created coding manuals (see Appendix I for the
coding manual for the open-ended questionnaire) by following Boyatzis’s (1998) list of
the five features of thematic coding. Developing coding manuals not only revealed the
relationship between the codes and data, but also provided the peer reviewer clear
guidelines by which to understand and follow the coding procedure of this study.
During the coding procedure, the researcher divided the data sources into three
categories: (1) the open-ended questionnaire, (2) lesson plans and the researcher’s
observation notes, and (3) one-on-one interviews. Each of the three categories was coded
separately. The first category, the open-ended questionnaire, mainly helped reveal preservice teachers’ perceptions of play. After performing inductive coding, three main
themes were recognized: (1) pre-service teachers’ backgrounds regarding play, (2) preservice teachers’ beliefs about children’s play, and (3) pre-service teachers’ educational
knowledge of children’s play. Each theme included additional embedded subthemes (see
Table 6).
The second category (lesson plans and the researcher’s observation notes) mainly
focused on addressing pre-service teachers’ actual practices of play during their
practicum teaching sessions. Three main themes were again revealed after the inductive
coding procedure: (1) the framework of designed play activities, (2) the implementation
approach of play activities, and (3) emerging issues and concerns recognized by the preservice teachers. Each theme also included several subthemes (see Table 6).
The last category of data sources was comprised of one-on-one interviews, which
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primarily helped uncover pre-service teachers’ overall reflections on their practicum
teaching sessions. This category consisted of two main themes: (1) individual growth and
learning, and (2) pre-service teachers’ thoughts regarding the facing obstacles and
enablers, and future professional preparation in the area of children’s play. Several
embedded subthemes were also recognized (see Table 6).
As indicated by Creswell (2008), coding helps a researcher to “make sense of out
of text data, divide it into text or image segments, label the segments with codes, examine
codes for overlap and redundancy, and collapse these codes into broad themes” (p. 251).
Through this inductive process of categorizing raw data into a few meaningful themes,
the researcher “will select specific data to use and disregard other data that do not
specifically provide evidence for your themes.” Table 6 illustrates the summary of the
coding data for the present study.

Table 6: Summary of Coding Data
Pre-service teachers’ perceptions of play
(Coding from pre-service teachers’ open-ended questionnaires)
Main%Themes)
Backgrounds of
play

Beliefs about
children’s play

!

Emerging()
Subthemes)
- Related courses taken
- Related learning
experiences or
opportunities
- Play experiences in
childhood

- Children’s
motivations for play
- The value of play
- Play-learning

Initial'Latent'
!!!!!!!Source'of'Data)
Themes)
Teaching-aid making,
Pre-service
children’s music and
teachers’
movement, introduction to
questionnaires
ECE, observation of children;
field-trip experiences with the
CFS department, the
philosophy held by the CFS
department; rigid ways of
learning and play, structured
play, insufficient playtime
Learning and development
Pre-service
factors, emotion, social
teachers’
interaction, innate behavior;
questionnaires
learning and developmental
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Educational
knowledge of
children’s play

relationship
- Teachers’
characteristics
- Images of children’s
play
- Play-based pedagogy
- Critical components
of play
- Effective and
ineffective play
- Teachers’ roles in
children’s play

perspectives, children’s
perspectives; play as a tool,
play and learning as
intertwined; internal features,
external capacity
Superficial understanding,
deeper understanding;
rigid/narrow, diverse/
flexible, play environment;
goal-centered, teachers’
guidance, child-oriented;
recognizing teachers’ diverse
roles, focusing on a particular
role

Pre-service
teachers’
questionnaires

Pre-service teachers’ practices of play
(Coding from lesson plans and practicum teaching sessions)
Main%Themes)
Framework of
designed play
activity

Implementation
approach

!

Emerging()
Subthemes)
- Main goals
- Approach to
conducting activities
- Play elements/
structure
- Children’s
exploration/
expression
opportunities

- Presenting roles
- Interaction with
children
- Main focus
- Extension of play

Initial'Latent'
!!!!!!!Source'of'Data)
Themes)
Learning orientation, childPre-service
centered orientation, social
teachers’ lesson
relations; traditional/rigid way,
plans
more open-ended approach;
using incentives to attract
children, setting up play
scenarios and using assistant
props; play element is
limited/shallow, including more
integrated/diverse play
elements; teacher
determines/sets up most of the
activities for children, childinitiated
Onlooker, guide, instructor,
Pre-service
stage manager, problem-solver,
teachers’ lesson
spectator; teacher-directed
plans
orientation, children’s
spontaneity, responding to
Researcher’s
children’s needs, neglecting
observation
children’s needs/responses,
notes
using incentives; focusing on
children’s conduct/behavior,
focusing on children’s goal
completion, focusing on
children’s needs/desires;
children’s play opportunities
are limited/superficial,
extending play according to
children’s responses/situations
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Emerging issues
and concerns
recognized by
pre-service
teachers

- Issues and concerns
about children’s
performance
- Issues and concerns
about play activity
- Issues and concerns
about personal
performance

Degree of goal attainment,
children’s preferences,
children’s conduct, children’s
emotions, children’s abilities;
degree of difficulty for a given
activity, time management, the
use of space, the use of
materials, the structure of play
activities; facing difficulties,
confidence

Discussion with
cooperating
teachers

Pre-service teachers’ overall reflections on play practices
(Coding from one-on-one interviews)
Main%Themes)
Individual
growth and
learning

Future
professional
preparation

Emerging()
Subthemes)
- New ways of
understanding
- Possibilities for
improvement

- Enablers
- Obstacles
- Expected supports

Initial'Latent'
!!!!!!!Source'of'Data)
Themes)
More concrete idea about
Pre-service
children’s play, redefining play, teachers’ one-onreconsider children’s play as
one interviews
requiring expertise, reframing
ideas about the critical
components of play; reconsider
the play approach, reconsider
play structure/elements,
reframing teachers’ roles
Supporting materials, positive
Pre-service
feedback, social supports,
teachers’ one-onaccumulated experiences;
one interviews
children’s reactions, the extent
of personal specializations,
personal previous experiences;
professional learning
opportunities, accumulated
practical experiences

!

Trustworthiness
Although conducting this case study helped to generate rich data, it is important to
note that one of weaknesses in utilizing the case study as a research methodology is that it
may rely on too few subjects as a basis for cognitive extrapolations. This may result in
unfounded generalizations. In other words, validity and credibility are always considered
central concerns for qualitative research and especially the case study. McMillan and
!
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Schumachers (2001) have pointed out that “in qualitative research, claims of validity rest
on the data collection and analysis techniques” (p. 407). Lincoln and Guba (1985) have
identified four general types of trustworthiness in qualitative research: credibility,
transferability, dependability, and conformability. In order to ensure the quality of the
present study, several strategies (Creswell, 2008; Glesne, 2011; McMillan &
Schumachers, 2001; Thomas, 2006) have thus been utilized.
Firstly, in order to ensure credibility, the researcher remained personally on-site
throughout the data-collection phase, including during its interviews and observations.
Moreover, although the researcher did not have the chance to give all the collected data to
the participants for their review, the researcher did try to check with the participants for
accuracy by having several informal conversations with the participants that assisted in
improving the study’s credibility.
In addition, the researcher provided the generated themes to the designated peer
reviewers, discussing each with them. Both of the peer reviewers were knowledgeable
about the topic of children’s play. In order to facilitate a more rigorous peer review, the
researcher also randomly picked 10% of the data sources (including one open-ended
questionnaire, one lesson plan, one set of observation notes, and one transcript of a oneon-one interview) to give to a peer reviewer. The researcher also provided the peer
reviewer with the coding manuals and asked her to do the coding for each data source.
Finally, the researcher checked the consistency between the two versions of the coding
results.
Data triangulation was another strategy that was adopted to strengthen the study’s
credibility, dependability, and conformability. Put more precisely, the researcher used
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multiple data collection sources including the open-ended questionnaire, observation
notes, and one-on-one interviews to check if the phenomenon or the case investigated
remained consistent across the various data sources. This research design drew upon one
of main advantages of the case study method ! triangulating multiple sources of
evidence through diverse ways of collecting data ! thereby making the study’s findings
as robust as possible (Yin, 2012). Finally, the researcher used transcripts and quotations
in the data interpretation phase. Table 7 provides a summary of the strategies adopted to
increase the quality of the present study.
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Table 7: Strategies to Improve Research Quality

Strategy

Research Procedure

Credibility

Researcher’s on-site
engagement

Credibility

Informal member checks
during the data collection
process

Credibility

Chunking and coding by other
coders (10% of transcripts)

Credibility/Dependability
/Conformability

Data triangulation

Credibility/Dependability

Peer review

Validity

Use of quotations

!

Process Detail
Researcher was personally in
field in CFS-affiliated
kindergarten for all the datacollecting procedures,
including interviews and onsite observations
Several informal
conversations took place with
the participants during the
data-collection phase
Researcher provided 10% of
data sources and coding
manual to a peer reviewer who
was knowledgeable about
children’s play and asked her
to perform the coding by
following the coding manual
Researcher used multiple datacollection sources including
the open-ended questionnaire,
observation notes, and one-onone interviews to check if the
phenomenon or the case
investigated remained
consistent across varied data
sources
Researcher provided the
identified themes to peer
reviewers who were
knowledgeable about
children’s play and discussed
the themes with them
Researcher employed
transcripts and quotations for
theme development and data
interpretation
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CHAPTER FOUR
PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF PLAY

This chapter analyzes seven pre-service teachers’ perceptions of play using data
from the study’s open-ended questionnaire, as well as a concept map. According to
Trochim (2006), “Concept mapping is a structured process, focused on a topic or
construct of interest, involving input from one or more participants, that produces an
interpretable pictorial view (concept map) of their ideas and concepts and how these are
interrelated.”
The pre-service teachers’ perceptions of play revealed similarities, though not
sameness, and could be considered to comprise a shared discourse. After the data-coding
analyses and theme development procedures were carried out, the pre-service teachers’
perceptions were analyzed using the open-ended questionnaire and placed on a concept
map according to three main fields: (1) the pre-service teachers’ backgrounds regarding
play, (2) the pre-service teachers’ beliefs about children’s play, and (3) the pre-service
teachers’ educational knowledge of children’s play. All three fields and the embedded
themes were mapped to illustrate their interrelationships. In its final form, the concept
map helps to concretely show the group of pre-service teachers’ backgrounds, beliefs,
and knowledge of children's play without losing each participant’s individuality and
detailed information. What follows is an in-depth analysis and discussion of each area.
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•
•
•
•

TeachingHaid!creation!
Children’s!music!and!
movement!
Introduction!to!ECE!
Observation!of!children!!

•
•
•

!

Related
courses taken

Field!trips!with!the!
Department!of!CFS!
Department!of!CFS’s!
espoused!philosophy!
CFSHaffiliated!
kindergarten’s!adopted!
pedagogy!

Related learning
experiences or
opportunities

Pre-service
teachers’
backgrounds
regarding play

Play and learning
experiences in
childhood

•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient!play!opportunities!
Focus!on!academic!learning!
Play!considered!as!a!reward!
More!structured!play!experiences!
Rough!play!

Figure 3: A Concept Map of Pre-service Teachers’ Backgrounds Regarding Play
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Pre-service Teachers’ Backgrounds Regarding Play
The first section pertains to pre-service teachers’ backgrounds regarding play (see
Figure 3). There are three parts to this section: (1) play and learning experiences in
childhood, (2) related courses taken, and (3) related learning experiences and
opportunities.

Play and learning experiences in childhood
Seven pre-service teachers were asked to recall their childhood memories of play
in kindergarten at the beginning of questionnaire. The majority of them (n=5) said that
they did not have much playtime while they were in kindergarten. The kindergartens that
they attended were either more academic in orientation or tended to use play as a reward.

I went to a bilingual kindergarten. I remembered that in kindergarten, we were
always asked to sit still and work on English worksheets. We did not have that
much playtime at school because we had to do a lot of writing and learning.
(Questionnaire, Carol)
I did not have that much playtime while I was in kindergarten. We had more
academic learning. We had a specific schedule for each subject. I remember that
we had to work on a lot of math problems. Teachers used to say, “Finish your
worksheet as early as possible; then you can go play.” Usually I got a little time
to play before my mom came to pick me up. Moreover, we had to bring a lot of
homework home and work on it every evening. Even art class was more like a
serious learning experience for me. There was not that much time to play in my
childhood. (Questionnaire, Annie)
On the other hand, the play experiences of the other two participants were very
extreme. One described her kindergarten as including structured play; however, the other
described her kindergarten as including mostly rough play.
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My kindergarten provided many card games and educational board games for us
to play. I also got to use some different kinds of teaching aids that were especially
focused on mathematics (e.g. tangram) or literacy. (Questionnaire, Quinn)
I remember that we usually went outside running, chasing, or playing hide and
seek during playtime. Sometimes we played on the slides and swings on the
playground. The outdoor space was not big enough, so we usually chased each
other around for a while and then went inside to watch cartoons. (Questionnaire,
Iris)
The researcher was curious about whether pre-service teachers’ early-childhood
play experiences affected their perceptions or practices of play. Thus, the researcher
followed up with the participants regarding this concern. Interestingly, some (n=4) of
them considered the harsh learning and play experiences of their childhood as negative
reinforcement, which made them unconsciously adopt the practices that they themselves
had experienced.

When I was planning the lessons at the beginning, all I had in my mind was
having children work on worksheets. It’s just like my childhood. The experiences
that I had before have really influenced my teaching in some ways. I always think
that there must be something concrete to demonstrate children’s learning.
Although I understand that they (worksheets) are not that meaningful or effective
for children, I still have a hard time creating more playful or creative activities for
children. (Informal conversation, Carol; May 15, 2015)
However, two other pre-service teachers thought differently, viewing their own
traditional learning and play experiences as positive reinforcement, which encouraged
them to teach their own students differently. Put more precisely, they learned from their
own childhood play and learning experiences.
My early childhood play experiences reminded me that I should never let children
sit in the classroom and merely work on those boring learning things. When I
have my own class, I would definitely let them go outside have fun and play.
(Informal conversation, Tina; May 15, 2015)
!
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I remember that my kindergarten teachers used to have few interactions with us
during playtime and learning. So now I myself would prefer to have more
interactions with children during playtime. (Informal conversation, Hank; May
15, 2015)
Related courses taken
The questionnaire also sought to understand how the courses that pre-service
teachers had taken influenced their understandings of children’s play. However, none of
the participants had taken the course of “Children’s Play”, since it was a selective course
for the Department of Child & Families Studies (CFS). The researcher thus asked the
participants why they had not selected the play course. They revealed that even though
they were interested in children’s play, they had not chosen the course for several reasons.
For instance, Annie said, “The time of the play course did not fit in my schedule,” while
Tina stated, “I had to complete my required courses first, so I did not have the chance to
take the course of ‘Children’s Play’.”
Some of pre-service teachers (n=4) reported that they had taken the course on
teaching-aid creation, and they considered this course to be related to children’s play.
Through taking the course on teaching-aid creation, I learned how to make a
proper teaching aid or toy for children to play with. We also got the chance to see
how to practically use the teaching aids and toys that we made. These experiences
made me better understand some important elements of children’s teaching aids
and toys. These include teaching aids’ stability, safety, and age appropriateness.
(Questionnaire, Hank)
The courses on children’s music and movement, introducing ECE, and the
observation of children were three other related courses listed on the questionnaire.
In the course on children’s music and movement, I learned about some playful
elements of music (e.g., tempo and rhythm). We also experienced some practical
teaching practices using the elements of music and movement. For example, one
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of my classmates tried to connect the music tempo with the theme of animals.
When the music was a slow tempo, for example, you tried to imagine yourself as
an elephant and move your body by following the tempo. I felt it was a different
and fun way for children to learn about music. We adults also had a lot of fun in
that course. (Questionnaire, Mia)
The introduction to ECE course has helped me recognize children’s different
developmental stages, which I think are really important in implementing
children’s play. Although the course did not provide an in-depth discussion of
children’s play, through recognizing these different developmental stages, I have
become more certain about what kinds of play are appropriate for children in
different age groups. (Questionnaire, Carol)
In the course on the observation of children, I had no idea what to expect in the
beginning. Then after a few times, I gradually noticed some important
information being conveyed by the children’s behaviors. I felt that this course was
beneficial and connected to children’s play because it helped me recognize the
significance of the teacher as an observer of children’s play. Moreover, it helped
me become more sensitive to children’s behaviors and needs. (Questionnaire,
Annie)
Related learning experiences and opportunities
The last component of pre-service teachers’ backgrounds concerns their related
learning experiences and opportunities regarding children’s play. Some of the pre-service
teachers (n=4) referred to field trips with the Department of CFS.
We have been to the family center, which I think could be considered an effective
environment in which children can play. The environment and atmosphere there is
playful, clean, and safe. They provide a variety of play activities for parents and
children to experience and play together. It is a totally different learning approach
than is practiced at home or school. (Questionnaire, Hank)
We have visited many quality kindergartens with the department. The one that
made me very impressed is a kindergarten whose atmosphere is very warm and
friendly. The principal of the kindergarten mentioned that they do not want to
make children feel anxious about coming to school; instead, they expect children
to feel like they are at home. They use a lot of play activities, music, and picture
books to motivate children’s learning. I sense that children who attend that
kindergarten love to go to school. (Questionnaire, Iris)
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On the other hand, three pre-service teachers commented on the philosophy held
by the Department of CFS and the CFS-affiliated kindergarten and how it had influenced
them.
The importance of children’s play is one of critical concepts in the Department of
CFS. Ever since I came to CFS, teachers of the different courses often emphasize
how crucial play is for young children. Gradually, the significance of children’s
play has also become one of my philosophies. (Questionnaire, Quinn)
I think that the pedagogy of the CFS-affiliated kindergarten is quite play-based in
orientation. Observing its (the CFS-affiliated kindergarten’s) curriculum and the
way teachers interact with children helps me grasp the idea of children’s play.
(Questionnaire, Mia)
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Figure 4: A Concept Map of Pre-service Teachers’ Beliefs About Children’s Play
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Pre-service Teachers’ Beliefs About Children’s Play
This section focuses on pre-service teachers’ beliefs (see Figure 4) about
children’s play, mainly addressing their responses to questions 3, 4, 7, 8, 12, and 13 on
the open-ended questionnaire (see Appendix E). Five themes are covered, including preservice teachers’ ideas about: (1) children’s motivations for play, (2) the value of play, (3)
the play-learning relationship, (4) teachers’ characteristics in play, and (5) the image of
children’s play.

Children’s motivations for play
A majority of pre-service teachers (n=6) considered play to be children’s way of
exploring. They believed that young children are curious about everything surrounding
them since everything is largely new to them. Curiosity accordingly leads children to
explore new objects and experiences. As Mia wrote, “Play is children’s adopted way of
exploring the world.” Similarly, three pre-service teachers thought that play is a behavior
that is innate to children, because children are constantly inquisitive and seek to have fun.
These ideas of “exploring through play,” “curiosity,” “having fun,” and “innate ability”
help to explain pre-service teachers’ recognition of the nature of children.
On the other hand, “the pursuit of positive emotions” also appeared in three preservice teachers’ answers. These three pre-service teachers believed that children’s
motivation for play was to seek positive feelings and experiences, suggesting that play is
“enjoyable” for children and makes children feel “accomplished.”
Pre-service teachers also described the motivations of “learning” (n=2) and
“social-connection building” (n=3).
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Children may want to imitate adults’ behaviors and learn from them. Play
provides children an opportunity to imitate some adult behaviors. This is one of
children’s learning processes. (Questionnaire, Tina)
Play is the way that children learn and make connections with society.
(Questionnaire, Quinn)
Children try to develop and have social interactions through engaging in play.
Play also helps children find common topics for talking and interacting with
peers. Play is one of the approaches children use to make friends. (Questionnaire,
Iris)
The value of play
The perspective of valuing play as a vehicle for learning was highly emphasized
in the pre-service teachers’ responses. All of the pre-service teachers (n=7) believed play
was an effective medium in which children could learn. The learning domains that preservice teachers referred to included children's “different kinds of cognition” (n=6),
“various abilities” (n=4), and “social skills and rules” (n=3). Hank stated, “Play is as a
stimulus to excite children’s desire for learning.” The belief that “children can always
learn something through play” was commonly mentioned.
Some pre-service teachers (n=4) further pointed out that play provides children
with a unique way to learn. According to Mia, “Play provides children a chance to learn
something that they are not be able to learn by sitting in the classroom,” while Quinn
stated, “Unlike in the traditional way of learning, children can learn happily and freely
through play.” Moreover, pre-service teachers believed that play supplies a pressure-free
environment in which children can learn. Carol, for example, wrote that “through play,
children learn unwittingly and without any pressure.” Some pre-service teachers (n=3)
pointed out that a benefit of play is that it gives children a chance to link their lived
experiences with learning.
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Children’s development is another value that was often reported by pre-service
teachers. There were four pre-service teachers who addressed the idea of the “six main
domains” of children’s comprehensive development, as articulated by Taiwan’s Ministry
of Education. The pre-service teachers claimed that through play, children are able to
successfully develop these six main domains (i.e. body movement, cognitive
development, language acquisition, social development, emotional development, and
aesthetic capacity).
In addition to the values of learning and development, three pre-service teachers
held that play is critical in children’s emotional development.
Play helps children release stress; moreover, it helps children release energy,
which is beneficial to their positive emotion gain. (Questionnaire, Annie)
Through the exploring process of play, children build up their confidence and
courage. (Questionnaire, Iris)
The play-learning relationship
Pre-service teachers were also asked to define the relationship between children’s
play and learning. Most of the pre-service teachers’ statements (n=5) revealed the belief
that play can be used as a tool for motivating children’s learning. Three pre-service
teachers also referred to play as helping to develop the “six main domains” of children’s
comprehensive development. In most of the pre-service teachers’ responses, play and
learning were recognized as two separate concepts. The pre-service teachers seemed to
believe that play is a bridge that facilitates and promotes children’s learning and
development.
However, only two of the pre-service teachers thought that the relationship
between play and learning is more interrelated. One pre-service teacher referred to the
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idea of “complementarity” regarding children's play and learning. The excerpt below
shows the perspective of another pre-service teacher, who considered play and learning as
closely intertwined.
I think that children’s play and learning are extremely inseparable. Not only do
children obtain joy and fun through play, but they also freely and joyfully explore
through play. In addition, play provides children with an opportunity to adopt
their own ways of learning. Children can make their own learning more
meaningful through engaging in play, since they are learning based on their needs,
desires, and free exploration. (Questionnaire, Iris)
Teachers’ characteristics in play
Three pre-service teachers indicated the importance of teachers’ creativity in the
implementation of play. In line with their statements, they believed that teachers should
be creative and always have many novel ideas in mind in order to ensure that there are
interesting activities in which children can engage.
On the other hand, teachers’ ability to capture children’s attention while
implementing play was commonly mentioned in pre-service teachers’ answers (n=5).
A teacher needs to know how to get children’s attention at the very beginning. If a
teacher is not able to make children interested, children may easily lose their
focus and passion for play. (Questionnaire, Hank)
In addition to capturing children’s attention, teachers’ ability to guide children’s
play was another characteristic that was frequently mentioned by pre-service teachers
(n=4).
A teacher needs to possess the ability to lead children’s play. He or she needs to
know how to guide children in playing correctly. Thus, a teacher’s expressed skill
is important in guiding children’s play. Every order and instruction that a teacher
provides should be clear enough for children to understand and follow.
(Questionnaire, Annie)
Pre-service teachers’ concerns about “capturing children’s attention” and “guiding
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children’s play” illustrate their ideas that teaching through play is more teacher-centered
in orientation. However, regarding teachers’ implementation of play, only two pre-service
teachers referred to the significance of teachers’ flexibility. As Quinn wrote, “In
children’s play, a teacher needs to be flexible and always adjust the directions and
approaches according to children’s reactions and needs.”
Teachers’ ability to manage children’s emotions and behaviors during play was
another central characteristic reported by pre-service teachers. This includes teachers’
“crisis management capability” (n=4), “insistence” (n=4), and “patience” (n=3).
I think that one of the most important characteristics in implementing children’s
play is that the teacher should be patient. When children play, they sometimes get
very excited and can be out of control. A teacher should be patient and calm to
handle children’s emotions. (Questionnaire, Mia)
There are always a variety of situations that arise when children play. Sometimes
children may have conflicts or different kinds of negative emotions during play. A
teacher needs to possess the strain capacity in order to deal with all kinds of
circumstances. (Questionnaire, Tina)
There are always some children who are not obedient during play. Therefore, a
teacher has to make some clear rules for children to obey and uphold these
principles. (Questionnaire, Annie)
According to the pre-service teachers' responses, children's conduct and manners
are one of the primary concerns in regard to the implementation of play.
Last but not least, three pre-service teachers also recognized the importance of
teachers’ attitudes, citing attributes including "positivity," "open-mindedness," and
“confidence in children” as particularly meaningful. Iris wrote, “A teacher’s disposition
will directly affect children’s play and learning experiences. Thus, it is important for a
teacher to keep his or her attitude positive.” Tina reported, “A teacher’s attitude is critical
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in children’s play. A teacher has to show his or her support and believe that each child can
succeed.”

Pre-service teachers’ images of children’s play
The last question of the questionnaire asked pre-service teachers to write down
one metaphor for “children's play.” The intention was to better understand pre-service
teachers’ images of children’s play. Two pre-service teachers’ answers reflected their idea
that play is essential to children's lives. The excerpts below are their responses.
Play is air. It exists in children’s lives everywhere. (Questionnaire, Quinn)
Play is air. It is extremely essential for children, and it is indispensable.
(Questionnaire, Carol)
The other two pre-service teachers' metaphors emphasized the diversification of
play.
Children’s play is like water. Water exists in a variety of forms including steam,
ocean, and ice. It's just like children's play, very ever-changing. (Questionnaire,
Iris)
A kaleidoscope. Children’s play is ever-changing like a kaleidoscope. However,
no matter how it changes, it still has its regularity. No matter how children play,
although it seems very free and variable, they still develop themselves within the
“six main domains.” (Questionnaire, Annie)
The following excerpts indicate the rest of the pre-service teachers’ metaphors.
These answers reflected the idea of “viewing play as a medium” and the concern about
“the quality of play.”
Play is as a straw, or a path that provides children a different or a more convenient
way to obtain something. (Questionnaire, Mia)
Play is a mirror. It helps to reflect children’s current developmental stages and
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abilities. Children are able to explore themselves through this mirror, and teachers
can determine the direction of children’s learning through the reflection of this
mirror. (Questionnaire, Tina)
Play is like three meals. Children need three meals every day. However, what is
the most important is the quality of the meals. It is the same with children’s play.
Children’s play exists in their lives every day and everywhere. However, the adult
is the one who can help determine the quality of play. (Questionnaire, Hank)
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Figure 5: A Concept Map of Pre-service Teachers’ Educational Knowledge of Children’s Play
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Pre-service Teachers’ Educational Knowledge of Children’s Play
This section of the questionnaire (questions 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11) tapped into the
pre-service teachers’ educational knowledge (see Figure 5) of play, paying particular
attention to their thoughts on: (1) play-based pedagogy, (2) the critical components of
children's play, (3) effective play, and (4) teachers’ roles in children's play.

Play-based pedagogy
The pre-service teachers were asked to give three examples of different types of
play. However, only two of the pre-service teachers’ answers indicated comprehensive
understandings of play that included professional framework supports. One of the preservice teachers gave examples of “solitary play,” “parallel play,” and “associative play,”
and provided clear explanations for each of them. Another pre-service teacher reported
“exploring play,” “group play,” and “a game with rules,” and likewise provided detailed
explanations of each type. The rest of the pre-service teachers’ answers, on the other
hand, demonstrated less systematic and robust understandings. For instance, one wrote
the names of games such as “red-light-green-light,” “hide and seek,” and “freeze tag”;
another gave the three unsystematic examples of “teaching aid,” “dance,” and “card
games.”
In relation to pre-service teachers’ knowledge of play-based pedagogy, few were
able to demonstrate in-depth understanding. Most of the pre-service teachers simply
thought that having children work on a “teaching aid” (n=4) was a kind of play-based
pedagogy.
Instead of gaining knowledge in a rigid way, play-based pedagogy gives children
the chance to learn in a fun way. Having children use a teaching aid allows them
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to develop multiple skills and cognitive faculties. (Questionnaire, Carol)
Teaching aids are important in adopting play-based pedagogy. Children can learn
a lot of things through playing with teaching aids. (Questionnaire, Mia)
On the other hand, two pre-service teachers’ responses to play-based pedagogy
indicated knowledge of pedagogical books or related theories. Although they indicated
their familiarity with these theoretical frameworks, the pre-service teachers were still not
able to provide a more comprehensive discussion of play-based pedagogy.
I read a book, Group Play for Children, which is based on Piaget’s theory. It
discusses the values of group play and how can children learn from group play. I
think that this is quite related to play-based pedagogy. Through involving children
in a variety of types of group play, a teacher can help children have fun and build
up their different abilities. (Questionnaire, Iris)
Dewey’s theory, which promotes the importance of “learning by doing,” makes
me think about play-based pedagogy. Since “play” is a kind of “do” for children,
the idea of play-based pedagogy is to provide children with the opportunity to
learn through their own ways of “doing.” (Questionnaire, Quinn)
In response to this question, however, only one pre-service teacher slightly
touched on the idea of “age appropriateness” in regard to play-based pedagogy. Put
differently, all but one of the pre-service teachers’ responses regarding their educational
knowledge of play-based pedagogy revealed superficial and limited understandings.
Their questionnaire responses were judged not to reveal or suggest a very cogent take on
the play and learning linkage.

Critical components of play
A majority of the pre-service teachers recognized some critical components of
play based on a child-centered orientation. These components included “children’s
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interests” (n=4), “children’s positive emotions” (n=4), “children’s spontaneity” (n=3),
“age appropriateness” (n=2), “children’s engagement” (n=2), and “children’s hands-on
experiences” (n=2). The excerpts below show some of their descriptions.
Children’s involvement is important in their play. They must feel included.
Moreover, a teacher should provide children multiple hands-on experiences. It is
extremely crucial to let children play and explore through their own doing. When
children play, they have to feel joyful and accomplished. (Questionnaire, Carol)
The play activity that a teacher provides should not be too easy or too difficult for
children. Age-appropriateness is important. Moreover, it must be something that
children feel interested in. (Questionnaire, Hank)
Furthermore, three pre-service teachers considered the play environment,
including safety and space, to be one of crucial components of children’s play. Two of
them also referred to the importance of play material and its diversity.
On the other hand, there were three pre-service teachers who identified some
critical components of play that were more teacher-centered in orientation. They all
mentioned the significance of having “clear rules” in children’s play. Moreover, one of
them indicated the importance of learning in children’s play.
It is important to make sure that the rules are clearly defined by teachers while
implementing play. This helps children’s play go more smoothly and effectively.
In addition, it is crucial to make sure that children are able to learn something
through the play opportunity that the teacher provides. (Questionnaire, Tina)
Effective and ineffective play
This section of the questionnaire asked pre-service teachers to write down their
ideas about effective play and ineffective play according to their previous experiences
working with children. In response to the questions regarding effective play, the preservice teachers most often mentioned “block play” (n=4), “the play that helps children
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reach the goals they set” (n=4), and “Monopoly” (n=3).
Through experiencing block play, children develop their building skills and learn
how to cooperate with peers. Even though there may be some conflicts when
children work together, cooperatively working on blocks helps children to learn
how to deal with those disagreements. (Questionnaire, Mia)
One time I tried to let children do dramatic play. I set up the plots and scenarios
for them, and asked each child to act out a specific role. All of them were able to
successfully act out their roles by following the plots and my lead. The result was
perfect, which I think made this effective play. (Questionnaire, Annie)
I think the game of Monopoly is effective play, since children can learn how to
follow the rules. Moreover, through playing Monopoly, children learn how to
count. They build up their cognition through playing Monopoly. (Questionnaire,
Iris)
In reviewing the pre-service teachers’ responses, it appears that for children to
“learn something,” “develop some skills,” or “meet some certain goals” are primary
concerns no matter what kind of play is under consideration. Hank also reported that he
believes effective play is when children successfully follow their teacher's guidance and
rules during play. A small number of the pre-service teachers (n=2), on the other hand,
provided quite shallow ideas regarding effective play, such as completing a “maze” or
“having children learn the Chinese alphabet through singing alphabet songs.”
Likewise, most of the pre-service teachers’ examples of ineffective play referred
back to their primary concern regarding whether children learned something or achieved
their set goals.
I think it is important to make sure that children’s play includes a clear objective.
If there are no clear plans and goals, children may merely blindly play by
themselves without learning anything. (Questionnaire, Carol)
One time I had children work in the blocks area, and the theme I set up was
“zoo.” However, I did not give them proper guidance, and they ended up building
something that was not a zoo. (Questionnaire, Hank)
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Teachers’ roles in children’s play
Pre-service teachers’ responses regarding teachers’ roles in children’s play showed
similarity. A majority of them (n=5) were able to recognize teachers’ diverse roles. The
identified roles they reported included “an observer” (n=5), “a guide” (n=4), “a
companion” (n=4), and “an assistant” (n=3). All of them provided at least three to four
distinct roles in their answers. In contrast, the two remaining pre-service teachers
indicated that the teacher’s only role is as a guide in children’s play.

Summary
Collectively, the significant components of children’s play were largely
recognized by the pre-service teachers. This can be seen in the pre-service teachers’
frequent references to “children’s interests,” “children’s spontaneity,” “ageappropriateness,” and “children’s positive emotions,” among others. Most of the preservice teachers were also able to identify teachers’ diverse roles in children’s play.
However, they failed to show a more in-depth understanding or robust background
knowledge of children’s play. The pre-service teachers’ knowledge of play-based
pedagogy seemed likewise narrow and superficial. The fact that none of them had ever
taken the play course may be one of the reasons for their limited comprehension.
Pre-service teachers indicated that their principal concerns were children’s
“learning,” “goal achievement,” and “conduct,” all of which were reflected in their
responses regarding “the value of play,” “effective play,” and “teachers’ characteristics in
play.” Their perceptions of play as a tool for children to learn and as requiring teachers to
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capture children’s attention and to guide children were also prominent. This kind of goalcentered or learning-centered orientation may come from pre-service teachers’ early
learning and play experiences. Finally, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, according to
pre-service teachers’ statements, related learning experiences or opportunities from the
Department of CFS and the CFS-affiliated kindergarten were influential in the pre-service
teachers’ perceptions of children’s play.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS INTO ACTION

This chapter contrasts the pre-service teachers’ perceptions explicated in Chapter
Four with their actual action of play during their practicum teaching. The data source is
mainly based on pre-service teachers’ designed lesson plans (LP), and the researcher’s
observation notes of pre-service teachers’ classroom practices and their subsequent
discussion with the cooperating teachers.
During the practicum teaching, seven pre-service teachers discussed and
cooperatively designed the lesson plans. The lesson plans included two for the art play,
two for the literacy play, two for the intellectual play, two for the circle time, one for the
role-play, and one for the building-block play. Each lesson plan includes five play
activities. Accordingly, the information gathered from the analysis of designed play
activities was considered as seven pre-service teachers’ shared ideas. Every practicum
teaching began with a 30-minute circle time activity, in which all children participated as
a group. One pre-service teacher led the activity; the other six facilitated the activity.
After the circle time, 70 minutes of “corner time” followed, in which the classroom was
divided into four separate areas for different kinds of play. Class Hippo included a
building-block play corner, literacy play corner, intellectual play corner, and art play
corner; Class Kangaroo included a role-play corner, literacy play corner, intellectual play
corner, and art play corner. All the play activities were designed by the pre-service
teachers, and children had their free choices to decide which play area they would like to
join during the “corner time.” Each corner had one to two pre-service teachers. After the
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“corner time,” children had 15 minutes to share with the class what they played during
the corner time. “Circle time,” “corner time,” and “sharing time” were three main
requirements that pre-service teachers had to fulfill during the practicum teaching. Right
after each practicum teaching, they had 30 minutes discussion with cooperating teacher.

Pre-service Teachers’ Intentions of Using Play
This section focuses on addressing the pre-service teachers’ adopted approaches
of executing the idea of play, and how they shifted their perceptions into the actual
actions.

Connecting children’s living experiences and play
As most pre-service teachers reported in the questionnaire, they believed that play
allows children to learn from their living experiences, and that it is important for teachers
to bring children’s daily life experiences into their play episodes. Consistent with this
recognition, pre-service teachers determined to adopt themes that are close to children’s
living experiences by employing the theme of “Taipei metro system” for Class Hippo,
and “Stores” for Class Kangaroo. Furthermore, according to pre-service teachers’
designed lesson plans, they emphasized the goal of having children learn from their living
experiences especially for the role-play, intellectual play, and literacy play, as the
examples below from the pre-service teachers’ lesson plans demonstrate:
Through having children open the convenience store via role-play, children have
to collect, integrate, and apply the math information that is connected and
retrieved from their everyday life experiences. (LP-role-play)
Children need to recall their shopping experiences with parents and create their
own storybook with the theme of “store visiting.” (LP-literacy play2)
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Connecting children's social skills with play
As frequently written by pre-service teachers on the questionnaire, they believed
that play provides children with an opportunity to develop their social skills.
Correspondingly, children’s social skills were also revealed as the main goal according to
pre-service teachers’ designed lesson plans for the building-block play, role-play, and
circle time activities. The lesson plans below show how pre-service teachers connect
children’s social skills with play.
Through having children collaboratively use building blocks to build the Taipei
metro system, children not only need to practice their construction ability; they
also develop their social skills including cooperation and expression ability. One
of the main goals for building-block play is for children to learn how to
communicate and cooperate with peers. (LP-building-block play)
Through having children work together as a group and act out the assigned
scenarios, children have to practice their expressing, negotiating, and listening
skills in the group. (LP-circle time2)

In addition to making connections between children's living experiences and
social skills with play, pre-service teachers also intended to have children practice basic
counting ability and develop their obedience to social rules in the intellectual play. For
the art play, pre-service teachers pointed out the importance of children using imagination
and creativity through engaging in different kinds of art play. The teachers’ secondary
purpose was for children to have hands-on experiences by practicing and operating some
tools in art play. Moreover, children’s uses of gross and fine motor skills were also
underlined through the literacy play, art play, and building-block play. It is noteworthy
that more than two-thirds of the lesson plans stressed having children learn through
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initiative exploration and spontaneous play as a critical objective.

Pre-service teachers presented as stage managers
According to the pre-service teachers’ perceptions of play that were addressed in
Chapter Four, they emphasized the importance of the play environment, considering the
play scenario, play materials, play space, and safety. During their practicum teaching,
these teachers integrated these concerns into their organization of the play environment.
In the role-play, for example, pre-service teachers set up an environment-rich scenario
that was beneficial for children to get into the play episodes. In the theme of “cafeteria,”
pre-service teachers hanged the signboard “Kangaroo Cafeteria” on the ceiling and set up
the cafeteria-like environment by providing a variety of props (e.g., play food, silverware,
dishes, order pads, money, aprons, chef hats, menus, tables, tablecloths, cash registers,
etc.). Doing so provoked the children’s initial curiosity and exploration in play: one child
entered the role-play area and asked, “What is written on the signboard?” (Observation
#11, Role-play, June. 5. 2015)

Figure 6: Children Engaging in the Role-play
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Moreover, pre-service teachers’ use of “assistant props” also helped to both
establish the play environment and set themselves up as stage managers. For example, in
one circle time activity, children were asked to identify the various kinds of signs of the
Taipei metro system from a poster. Pre-service teachers made a large “magnifying glass”
as an assistant prop for children to hold and explore the signs shown on the poster. This
both increased the playfulness of the activity and encouraged the children to get into the
play and learning situation.
Another example that demonstrates the pre-service teachers’ capacities in
organizing the play environment came before the circle time. The teachers found that
spatial arrangement might be a concern since the activity asked children to act out a small
drama that might require a bigger space. After discussing the situation with the
cooperating teacher, they decided to rearrange the classroom setting, which allowed
children to have more space for the play activity. The pre-service teachers’ demonstrated
role as “stage manager” corresponded with their perception of considering the play
environment as one of the critical components in children’s play.

The Contradiction and Dilemma
Contradictions between the pre-service teachers’ discourse surrounding play and
the implementation of said discourse proved a dilemma. Five primary issues were
highlighted:
(1) mechanical and traditional orientations;
(2) the permission of children’s free exploration and expression in play;
(3) the ability of scaffolding children’s play;
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(4) the focuses on children’s performance and goal achievement;
(5) the tendency of using incentives.

Mechanical and traditional orientations
Although most of the pre-service teachers appreciated that play provides children
with a different way to learn than traditional approach and makes children’s learning
more joyful and free, the teachers’ actual actions proved to be more mechanical and rigid
than their perceptions of the ideal before teaching. This contradiction is revealed in their
approach to the execution of play activity. For example, through investigating the lesson
plans of literacy play, most of the play activities (n=6) included/were comprised of
having children write imitatively via worksheets. The following excerpts provide
examples.
Activity name: “I can recognize the name of metro stations!” ! At the beginning,
children will randomly pick a color ball from the box. Five different colors
represent five different metro lines. If the child got the blue one, he or she then
will randomly pick a station name from the blue line. Next, the child will practice
writing the station name that he or she got. After they finished, they can pick out
another line and station name to practice writing. (LP-literacy play1-activity1)
Activity name: “Making my own flyer” ! At the beginning, teacher will give
each child a convenience store’s flyer. Children have to practice writing the word
“
” (“convenience store” written in Mandarin). After that, children will
randomly pick out what store they are going to open. If the child got the fruit
store, for example, he or she then will have to practice how to write “fruit store”
in Mandarin. To complete the flyer, the child will also draw the fruits or cut the
fruit stickers that teacher provides, and paste on his or her own flyer. (LP-literacy
play2-activity3)
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Figure 7: Children Working on Imitative Writing (Literacy Play)

The two other literacy activities were for children to play with printed maze.
Clearly, a majority of the literacy activities designed by pre-service teachers were rigid
and limited play, as children experienced literacy in a largely traditional approach through
practicing writing or working on worksheets. Having children pick out a color ball or the
names of a store from a box seemed to be a slight element of play embedded in the
activities. In other words, the elements of play or the level of playfulness were quite
restricted according to pre-service teachers’ ideas of conducting literacy play.

Figure 8: Pre-service Teacher and Children Working on the Printed Maze (Literacy Play)
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For the art play, although pre-service teachers indicated on their lesson plans that
the main goal of art play is for children to exert their creativity and imagination, the
approach implemented showed a similar contradiction. According to the art play lesson
plans, the general idea was that pre-service teachers would provide a half-finished
product and ask children to decorate it. For instance, in the art play lesson plan for Class
Hippo, all five designed activities were to have children decorate the metrocard or metro
car model by using crayon, colored paper, colored tape, or crepe paper. Similarly, the preservice teachers’ main idea of art play for Class Kangaroo asked children to decorate a
signboard, apron, or purse by using the same decorative materials. The ideas of
“decoration” and “beautification” were highly emphasized according to pre-service
teachers’ approaches of executing art play.
Pre-service teachers tended to set up the decorative theme for children. For
example, they wrote on one of the lesson plan that “Children will decorate their
metrocards with the animal theme,” a statement that demonstrates the conflict between
their original goals and actual practice. According to the goals listed on the lesson plans,
pre-service teachers intended to have children exert their imagination and creativity
through art play, but merely letting children use the decorative materials to beautify halffinished products did not seem to allow children to have much freedom and opportunity
for exerting that imagination and creativity. What the children actually experienced
consisted rather of specific “embellishing skills” (e.g., tear and glue, cut and paste, or
origami).
An analysis of pre-service teachers’ designed activities for intellectual play
revealed that most of the designed activities (n=6) were “games with rules” built mainly
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upon extending the concepts of board games (e.g., Monopoly) or card games (e.g.,
Sevens). Below are several examples.
Activity name: “Let’s go! Metro!” ! This game is designed for 4 children to play
together as a group. At the beginning, the pre-service teacher will provide a map
of Taipei metro system. Each child will have a small chessman to represent
himself/herself. Next, children will do paper-scissors-stone. The one who wins
can move a step forwards to the next station on the map. There are five stations
that show the gift icons on the map. The child who is in each one of these specific
five stations can then receive a small gift (sticker). The one who first collects all
five of the gifts wins the game. (LP-intellectual play1-activity2)
Activity name: “I have ten dollars” ! This activity is designed for five children
to play in a group. The pre-service teacher will give each child a piece of a poker
card at the beginning. The child will look at the number on the card (card A
represents “ten”; card J, Q, and K all represent “one”), and tell the teacher
whether he or she wants to add one more. If the total amount is over ten, he or she
will get zero points. If the total amount is not over ten, the final exact amount that
he or she has then will be the points he or she gets. The one who first receives
fifty points will be the winner. (LP-intellectual play2-activity2)

Figure 9: Children Playing the Card Game (Intellectual Play)
The rest of the activities (n=4) were related to math; their concepts included
counting and sorting. The executing approach was by using worksheets.
Activity name: “Taipei metro map exploring!” ! Phase 1: Children have to count
the total number of stations in each of the five metro lines, and then write them
down on the worksheet. Phase 2: Children have to pick a “question card” from the
“question box,” and then write down the answers on the cards. (e.g., Please look
at the Taipei metro map, and answer the question of “How many stops from
‘Taipei Main Station’ to ‘Taipei City Zoo’?”) (LP-intellectual play1-activity1)
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Activity name: “Let’s collect the fruits!” ! In this activity, pre-service teachers
will give each child a piece of a worksheet that has a number listed for different
kinds of fruits. Children have to find the correct number of fruit stickers, and then
stick them on the worksheet. After they complete this, the teacher will provide
them with the more challenging version. (LP-intellectual play2-activity4)
All of these ideas help illustrate that pre-service teachers were inclined to employ
structured play instead of letting children have more open-ended opportunities to
discover and create their own play episodes. Even though pre-service teachers indicated
that a teacher’s creativity is one of the vital characteristics in carrying out children’s play,
their approach to the implementation of play was didactic and rigid.

The permission of children’s free exploration and expression in play
According to pre-service teachers’ responses to the “Children’s Motivations of
Play” question/section in the questionnaire, most of them believed that play is children’s
way of exploring the world and new things. They also acknowledged the nature of
children and the nature of play, as they considered children’s spontaneity and interests to
be critical components of play. Moreover, as mentioned previously, pre-service teachers
also emphasized to a remarkable degree the importance of having children learn through
initiative exploration and spontaneous play. However, pre-service teachers’
implementation showed the limitation of children’s free exploration in play, which also
conflicted with the teachers’ perceptions of teaching through play. This is shown in both
the framework of the pre-service teachers’ designed play activities and in their
interactions with children during play.
In all five role-play activities, pre-service teachers set up the plots and scenarios
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for the children, expecting them to act out certain behaviors or say certain sentences
according to the roles played by the child. For instance, during one role-play whose
setting theme was “restaurant,” the child who played the “restaurant manager” was
setting up the table. Tina came to tell him, “This is her work (pointed to the girl who
played “waitress”). You are a restaurant manager, so you should stand near by the cashier
register and say ‘welcome to the restaurant!’ when you see customers come.”
(Observation #12, Role-play, June. 12. 2015) In this case, a child’s exploration of a new
role in role-play was halted because a teacher intervened.
In similar fashion, the approach to building-block play asked children to use
building-blocks to build something according to the pre-service teachers’ determined
themes. For instance, in the building-block corner, children were requested to build an
“overhead track” for the metro. One child, however, was using building blocks to build a
tunnel. Quinn approached him:
Quinn: Are you building the overhead track for metro? Don’t forget today we are
going to build the metro, which is driving outside and on the overhead track; not
the one down in the subway. So you should make it higher.
C: But I want to build the tunnel for the subway.
Quinn: Can you build the overhead track first? You can build whatever you want
after you finished the overhead track. (Observation #5, Building-block play, April.
10. 2015)

Figure 10: Children’s Work of Using Building Blocks to Build the Taipei Metro System
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In this example, a child’s free expression of an idea was also suspended due to the preservice teachers’ teacher-directed approach.
In another instance, during the art play children were asked to first use corrugated
paper to make the metro’s track, and then to use crayon to color the metro and the outside
landscape. Iris reminded children, “Don’t forget to let me check your completed track
before you begin to paint the metro. After I say ok, then you can use the crayon to color.”
However, one child kept using different colors of crayon to color her metro without
making the track. Iris told her, “Everyone has to make the track for the metro first. No
crayon now. Please use this [here she held up the corrugated paper] and make the track
first. I can help you cut if you do not know how to do it.” (Observation #5, Art play,
April. 10. 2015) In this example, Iris asked to be given approval for the children’s work,
and expected children to follow her lead step by step. The children’s free expression of
experiencing and exhibiting art was restricted.
This kind of phenomenon emerged frequently in the art play. In another instance,
children were asked to decorate the metrocard with an animal theme. One child was
randomly scribbling something on his metrocard, when Mia approached:
Mia: Are you drawing animals? Remember we are going to decorate the
metrocard with the theme animals.
C: (Did not respond, and kept scribbling)
Mia: Can you try to draw an animal? What is your favorite animal? Elephant?
Tiger?
C: I do not have a favorite animal.
Mia: Try to think of an animal that you like the most!
C: I am drawing beetles.
Mia: But a beetle is not an animal. I can show you how to draw if you do not
know how to draw an animal. (Observation #2, Art play, March. 13. 2015)
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In the same activity, Mia also told children that “After you finish painting animals on the
metrocard, next you use this [showing colored tape to the children] to tape it on the four
sides of the card.” Here, again, a/the pre-service teacher asked children to make artwork
using a certain material, according to a certain process, and based on a certain theme. The
opportunity for children to freely explore art or express their thoughts was confined, and
the children’s spontaneity and initiative were restrained.
On the other hand, during the circle time, pre-service teachers spent a lot of time
maintaining the children’s order and behavior. For example, Iris introduced the metro
signs by showing the children pictures of the signs. One child interrupted and said,
“Teacher, you forgot one thing. There is also a sign saying ‘watch out your steps’ on the
metro car.” However, Iris did not respond to the child’s comment, saying only, “Please
raise your hand before you speak!” (Observation #2, Circle time, March. 13. 2015). In
this case, a child’s opportunity for expression might be obstructed due to a/the pre-service
teacher’s attention on maintaining order.

The ability of scaffolding children’s play
The flexibility of pre-service teachers’ presented roles
As discussed in “Pre-service Teachers’ Perceptions,” pre-service teachers’
responses to the questionnaire revealed their recognition of a teacher’s diversity of roles
in children’s play. However, pre-service teachers’ actual classroom practices illustrated
their difficulty in being flexible in terms of these roles. Most of the time, in practice the
pre-service teachers either over directed the children or took on too much the role of an
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onlooker. They were not able to shift their roles based on children’s different responses,
situations, or needs. Their ability to scaffold children’s play by exhibiting different roles
was also restricted.
During the practicum teaching, one of the pre-service teachers’ frequently
exhibited roles was that of a problem solver through directly answering or solving
children’s problems. For instance, in the building-block play corner, five children were
building the assigned theme of the interior and facilities of the Taipei metro. For about
fifteen minutes, Mia sat around the corner and watched without intervention. The three
children were quite capable; they soon cooperatively built the exterior structure of the
metro. However, two other children seemed to have a hard time to join the group. One
began to play by herself with building blocks. The other child took a piece of sign card,
and came to Mia:
C: Teacher, what is written here?
Mia: It’s “ticketing place.”
After a few minutes, a child who was sitting close to Mia said:
C1: I want to make uphill.
Mia: Then you need one more triangle block here [She directly helped the child to
add on the triangle block on] (Observation #3, Building-block play, March. 20.
2015)
In this case, Mia acted as an onlooker at the beginning. She was not able to transfer her
role into that of a co-player, a facilitator, or a guide when the children had difficulty with
entering play. While one child came to her and asked her some questions, Mia directly
provided the child with assistance, and yet her role was restricted to that of a mere
problem-solver. She was not able to actively render the child more effective intervention
to allow the child an extension of her play opportunity. In other words, she failed to
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transfer her role from that of an onlooker or a problem-solver to a distinct role in
scaffolding children’s play.
A pre-service teacher’s role as an instructor or a leader in children’s play was also
regularly identified during their practicum teaching. In the intellectual play, one child had
a hard time with counting. Quinn used her fingers to help the child count. After 10
minutes, the child was still quite confused and seemed to gradually lose interest, but
Quinn kept instructing the child by showing him the counting fingers (Observation #10,
Intellectual play, June. 5. 2015). In this instance, Quinn likewise failed to adjust her role
in children’s play based on the circumstance and the child’s need. In another example,
when the children were not familiar with the rules of a board game, Carol sat beside them
and informed them of the rules, saying “It’s your turn now” or “Flip the card back now,
and choose another one” (Observation #7, Intellectual play, May. 15. 2015). This kind of
approach lasted for the whole play activity. The children followed all of Carol’s
instructions without other opportunities to experience the intellectual play because of
Carol’s inflexible role.

Figure 11: Pre-service Teacher Teaching the Child to Count (Intellectual Play)
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Sometimes, pre-service teachers acted as spectators. For example, in one roleplay, children were playing “apparel store.” Two girls were trying to put dresses on; Hank
sat aside and commented, “What a beautiful dress!” “Does that fit you?” “Do you like
this dress?” (Observation #8, Role-play, May. 22. 2015). In this role, pre-service teachers
casually made some suggestions or comments on children’s play episodes without
directly intervene.
No matter whether they acted as a problem solver, an instructor, or a spectator,
pre-service teachers tended to remain in that particular role. They were not able to
progressively maneuver among their roles in the children’s play. Their presented roles
were not dynamic according to children’s play episodes and situations. Although they
valued a teacher’s diverse roles in children’s play, their actual practices divulged their
predicament in presenting a higher level of involvement in children’s play.

Using simple words
Corresponding to their role as spectators, pre-service teachers also tended to use
simple words to respond to children’s play. For instance, during literacy play, one child
came to tell Annie “I have a truck in my toy store!” Annie simply responded “Wow!
That’s awesome!” without further conversation. This kind of simple response frequently
appeared in pre-service teachers’ interactions with children. For another example, a child
who was in a literacy play activity showed Carol her imitative writing. Carol simply
responded “Good job! You are good at writing!” Another example was when child told
Quinn, “These are stairs, we made it three floors.” Quinn merely responded, “Wow!
Three floors! That’s great!” without providing richer content or extending the
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possibilities of further play episodes (Observation #7, Building-block play, May. 15.
2015). Pre-service teachers’ superficial conversations with children also hindered their
capability to scaffold children’s play.

The focuses on children’s performance and goal achievement
Pre-service teachers’ attention to children’s performance and goal completion in
play was identified constantly according to their interactions with children during the
practicum teaching. For instance, children were asked to decorate the landscape visible
from the window of the metro by tearing and gluing colored paper to their artwork. One
child glued a lot of yellow paper on her work.
Annie: Do you want to use some more color papers to make it more beautiful?
C: (Did not respond)
Annie: You have only got yellow now. Teacher wants you to stick some more
colors on, so your work will look much prettier. Look! You can use four small
pieces of red color paper to make a beautiful butterfly. (Observation #3, Art play,
March. 20. 2015)
In this case, rather than letting the child possess her own way of creating art, Annie’s was
more concerned with whether the child’s product looked beautiful or not.
In another example, in a literacy play activity, children were working on the maze.
One child simply read out loud the numbers that he recognized without working on the
maze.
Carol: Hurry up! Complete your maze!
C: 17, 4, … [Trying to recognize the numbers from the maze]
Carol: Stop counting! Find the “1” first and get your pencil to link 1, 2, 3
[pointing on the “1”] together. After you finish this one, I will give you another
one. (Observation #9, Literacy play, May. 22. 2015)
In this example, Carol’s primary attention on the child’s completion of the maze
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suspended the child’s free exploration of the numbers.
In another case, children were asked to write down the station name that they
picked, and draw a picture of the scenario that they picked from the mission box. One
child got the scenario of “someone is eating on the metro” (which is not allow in Taipei
metro system). However, the child seemed quite confused about what to do.
Tina: Can we eat on the metro?
C: No.
Tina: Ok, then you draw a person who is eating on the metro for me
C: Why?
Tina: Because this is the mission card that you’ve got. (Observation #5, Literacy
play, April. 10. 2015)
This case not only echoes the pre-service teachers’ inadequate capacity to scaffold
children’s play, but also helps to uncover the pre-service teachers’ primary concern:
having the children complete a set goal.
This focus on goal completion was also revealed in the pre-service teachers
directly providing assistance to children. For example, during one art play activity,
children decorated the metrocard case by doing origami. Since there was only 10 minutes
left in corner time and one child was still quite left behind and unable to finish her
origami, Quinn directly helped the child finish the whole art product (Observation #4, Art
play, March. 27. 2015). Another implicit example came after children finished building
the Taipei metro system and were using a toy metro car to drive on the metro. Seeing
them, Hank said, “Watch out when you play! If they fall, you will have nothing to share
with class later!” (Observation #2, Building-block play, March. 13. 2015). In these two
cases, Quinn and Hank seemed to care more about the final presentation of the children's
than their free play experience.
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The tendency of using incentives
The pre-service teachers’ implementation also revealed a tendency to use
incentives in children’s play. In their lesson plans for literacy play and intellectual play,
pre-service teachers wrote that “after children complete the worksheets, the teacher will
give them a sticker as a small gift.” The example below mirrors the pre-service teacher’s
intent of using incentives in literacy play.
C: This does not look like“ ” I can’t write.
Iris: You try! If you can do it I will give you a sticker. (Observation #4, Literacy
play, March. 27. 2015)
The researcher was curious about the pre-service teachers’ intentions in presenting
the children with small gifts and had a conversation with them. According to their
responses, their concern was that if some children are not interested in writing or
counting, a small gift might encourage them to engage in literacy or intellectual play
activities. Interestingly, this response seemed to indicate that pre-service teachers actually
recognized that having children work on imitative writing and worksheets might not be
playful enough. This issue also helped to explain that pre-service teachers’ plight of
providing more playful activity (especially for literacy play and intellectual play) caused
their intention to use some incentives.
On the other hand, using incentives could also reflect on pre-service teachers’
constant use of their own art product to motivate children to make their own in art play.
For instance, at the beginning of one art play activity, Tina showed her pre-made apron to
children, and said, “Do you want to have this beautiful apron? Look! It’s so pretty! You
can show your Mom after you make one” (Observation #12, Art play, June. 12. 2015).
During the discussion with the cooperating teacher, Tina mentioned this act, stating that
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she considered it a technique to catch children’s attention and make them feel more
interested (Discussion #12, Tina, June. 12. 2015).

Discussion with Cooperating Teachers
In the pre-service teachers’ later discussion with cooperating teachers, the preservice teachers’ discourses were concerned with the children’s performance and
achievement in play. For instance, Iris mentioned that “children were good at using
scissors to cut. They were able to follow the lines and cut straightly.” Carol also
commented:
“The children today in the intellectual play corner were quite competent. Most of
children finished the worksheets very soon.” (Discussion #5, Carol, April. 10.
2015)
In addition to discussing children’s performance, the pre-service teachers revealed
concerns regarding the smoothness of activities and the children’s conduct. For example,
Iris stated:
“Child A and Child B kept building their own things. I told them try to build the
elevator, but they were very hard to control. They said they were making the
parking lot for the metro car, and kept playing with and sliding the metro car.
Today’s building-block play quite failed. Almost nothing was built before the end
of the corner time.” (Discussion #6, Iris, April. 17. 2015)
Tina mentioned:
“I was at the role-play corner today. Some children took a lot of products in one
time, it became a little bit out of control and chaos, so I asked them to only pick
three items each time” (Discussion #7, Tina, May. 15. 2015)
Likewise, Mia:
“Today, I don’t know why, Child C very much insisted on his way of playing the
game, but the way he played was not following with the rules that I set. His
interruption somehow impeded the ongoing game.” (Discussion #12, Mia, June.
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12. 2015)
Discussion of the play activity was more focused on the materials used or the
level of difficulty. As Annie reviewed:
“The cardboard that I provided today seemed not be firm enough. I saw some
children had a hard time making a stable shelf. I should have noticed this problem
before.” (Discussion #9, Annie, May. 22. 2015)
Hank said:
“The intellectual game today seemed to be a little bit too difficult for some
children. They were not able to get the idea of the rules. I tried to explain, but they
seemed to still be quite confused. Especially child D and child E, they totally
didn’t get the idea of the game.” (Discussion #6, Hank, April. 17. 2015)
Similarly, the cooperating teachers’ responses to these reflections also primarily
focused on these aspects. The excerpts below show some of the cooperating teachers’
responses.
“The map was a little bit too small, so it was difficult for children to find out the
stations. I saw child F ended up giving up on using the map. Next time, you could
try to make it bigger.” (Discussion #2, Ms. May, March. 13. 2015)
“The children today in the intellectual play were mostly smaller. Unlike the bigger
kids, they rarely had board games experiences before. You could see that those
children were having a hard time understanding the rules. Next time, you could
try to provide different levels of difficulty. For those smaller kids, you could begin
with the easiest version, and then gradually adjust the difficulty. In this way,
children may feel more confident and interested.” (Discussion #6, Ms. Lucy, May.
15. 2015)
In response to the pre-service teachers’ concern regarding the children’s conduct,
both of the cooperating teachers’ attitudes were consistent, proposing and underlining that
pre-service teachers should be “gentle but insistent.” As Ms. Lucy’s responded to Tina:
“The rule should be clearly made at the beginning. Next time, you can tell
children at the very beginning that everyone can only pick three items of
merchandises per time. If some kids take more than three, you could gently tell
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him or her that “if you would like to play in the role-play corner, please comply
with the rules, only choose three merchandises each time. If you can’t follow the
rules, I would like to ask you to go to the other corner. Not to be harsh, but
sometimes a little insistence is needed.” (Discussion #7, Ms. Lucy, May. 15.
2015)
Ms. May told Iris:
“Child A and Child B used to play together. They are good friends. Every time
they played together, they became out of control. They are just like that, I know.
And they also knew that pre-service teachers would probably be nicer than me, so
they were not afraid of pre-service teachers. Sometimes you should be more
insistent. You could even take away their metro cars next time, and tell them “no
metro cars until you complete building the Taipei metro system.” (Discussion #6,
Ms. May, April. 17. 2015)
The content and the structure of play activity and pre-service teachers’ roles and
interactions in regard to their implementation of play were rarely addressed by the preservice teachers. This does not mean, however, that pre-service teachers did not
appreciate children’s play. As they constantly mentioned, “I was afraid that children
might feel the activity was not fun enough…” or “I was worried that children might feel
the activity was too boring” Such concerns indicate that one of the pre-service teachers’
more prominent ideas was the intention to provide children a playful way to learn.
However, when it comes to the issues of “children’s learning” or “children’s conduct,”
some significant components of children’s play seemed to be unintentionally neglected or
subordinated. Moreover, pre-service teachers also seemed to face a dilemma in
implementing play when it touched upon children’s learning or conduct. These concerns
correlate with their actions of being more teacher-directed or goal-oriented in children’s
play. According to seven pre-service teachers’ practical practices of play, the findings
correspond the suggestions from the previous literature: being teacher-and goal-centered
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are still remarkably recognized issues.
Comparably, through the researcher’s casual conversations with two cooperating
teachers, both of them valued play as the principal activity in young children’s lives that
renders them a free and joyful way to learn. However, these two cooperating teachers’
discussions with and responses to the pre-service teachers disclosed the limitation of
more in-depth and profound understanding of children’s play. Their competence of
supporting and boosting the pre-service teachers’ implementation of “children’s play”
was also limited.

Summary
This chapter reveals that the pre-service teachers’ general sense of how to use
play was to connect “children’s living experiences” and “social skills” with the practices
of play. This corresponds to the pre-service teachers' perceptions of play as reported in
their responses to the study’s questionnaire. The pre-service teachers reported that they
believed that play offers children the opportunity to learn from their everyday
experiences and to develop their social skills. During their practicum teaching, the preservice teachers acted as stage managers in the children’s play, setting up environmentrich play scenarios, providing related props, and attentively arranging play spaces for the
children. These actions reflected the pre-service teachers’ shared belief in the importance
of the play environment.
Yet there was also a discrepancy between the pre-teachers’ perceptions of play
and their actual practices. In their questionnaires, the pre-service teachers stressed the
significance of children’s interests, spontaneity, and exploration, yet in their practices,
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over half of the pre-service teachers adopted approaches in which the play activities were
mainly determined by the teachers and the children were allowed comparatively little
choice and exploration. By setting up the play scenarios and themes for the children,
asking the children to follow their lead, and requiring the children to ask for approval, the
pre-service teachers limited the children’s opportunities for exploration and experiential
play. Moreover, although the pre-service teachers appreciated that play allowed the
children to learn more freely and joyfully than the traditional approach, their ideas for
play activities were largely “structured” or “formalized” (e.g., completing worksheets,
engaging in imitative writing, decorating half-finished products, or playing games with
rules, etc.). Another key issue was the pre-service teachers’ competence in scaffolding
children’s play. Even though the pre-service teachers’ responses to the questionnaire
suggested that the teachers recognized the diversity of the teacher’s roles in children’s
play, the pre-service teachers’ actual practices illustrated the difficulty they had in being
flexible in terms of these roles. Pre-service teachers’ shallow conversations with children
and their tendency to use incentives during play were also one of critical issues affecting
the pre-service teachers’ capability to scaffold children’s play.
Last but not least, both the pre-service teachers’ interactions with children during
their practicum teaching and the pre-service teachers’ subsequent discussions with the
cooperating teachers exposed the pre-service teachers’ primary focus on children’s
performances and goal achievement in play. More in-depth concerns regarding the
implementation of play were rarely addressed by the pre-service teachers and cooperating
teachers. Despite the two cooperating teachers valuing the importance of children’s play,
the cooperating teachers’ competence in encouraging the pre-service teachers to
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successfully implement children’s play was ultimately inadequate.
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CHAPTER SIX
PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS’ OVERALL REFLECTIONS ON
PRACTICE

After the last week of the pre-service teachers’ practicum teaching, a one-on-one
interview was conducted with each of the seven pre-service teachers with respect to their
reflections on practices. The interview also aimed to ascertain pre-service teachers’ facing
obstacles in implementing play and to elicit their concerns concerning future professional
support in children’s play. This chapter discusses the overall reflections of these seven
pre-service teachers on their practicum teaching based on the data delivered from one-onone interviews. This chapter takes up the teachers’ thoughts on: (1) facing obstacles; (2)
facing enablers; (3) the confidence and competence of implementing children’s play; (4)
reconsidering children’s play as an expertise; and (5) future professional supports.

Facing Obstacles
The most mentioned obstacle when it came to pre-service teachers’ practice of
play was how to create a playful lesson plan. They believed this obstruction could be
related to their insufficient experiences of play.
“Sometimes I could see that the children’s attention was not on the activity or preservice teachers… umm… but I think it was all because of the activities that we
designed… maybe they were not fun enough… to catch children’s attention…
Yeah… I think this is probably one of the obstacles to me… how to create more
playful activities… to make children feel interested… to make children want to
play? I mean… how to make play that children think is playful? Because I did not
have that kind of experience… Even though I know too many worksheets would
not be fun at all…” (Interview, Tina, June. 24. 2015)
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“I remember I wrote on the questionnaire previously… I did not have that much
play experience when I was a child. What I mostly did in kindergarten was…
worksheets, writing, or math… umm… so it was sort of difficult for me… to
think about something playful or… interesting activities. I agree with the
importance of play… but sometimes I did not know how to do it.” (Interview,
Annie, June. 24. 2015)
“I think the problem that I faced was… how to think from children’s perspectives.
Sometimes we forgot what it was like being a child. Sometimes we tended to put
our experiences on the children, but maybe they have not yet experienced those
things… I found that children just did not really enjoy some of our designed
activities… when they did not like it… it was also a kind of obstacle” (Interview,
Mia, June. 22. 2015)
“At the beginning, you did not know their [the children’s] abilities… did not
know what they like, what could be playful. It was difficult, especially at the very
beginning… you knew nothing about it… no experiences, no information. I
remembered that I just watched a lot of cartoons when I was in kindergarten. I
totally had no idea how to design a lesson plan for play at the beginning.”
(Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
These pre-service teachers’ answers uncover that they did recognize some of the
significant components of children’s play: “children’s perspectives,” “children’s
experiences,” and “playfulness.” They also explicitly acknowledged that merely having
children work on worksheets or imitative writing might not be playful enough, yet they
still had a hard time coming up with more playful or creative ideas for the children,
perhaps due to their inadequate experiences of play.
These pre-service teachers also brought up the gap between their understanding
and their actual practices.
“I know the teacher’s role is important in their [children’s] play, but when you
were actually there [in the classroom] with them … so many kids… it was just not
that easy… You sometimes just wanted to keep the activity going smoothly… no
time to think about the [teacher’s] role…“ (Interview, Hank, June. 24. 2015)
“The newly-enacted curriculum highly emphasized play… play is beneficial to
children’s six main domains of development (in terms of the child’s
comprehensive development)… but when you were on site… simply knowing
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these benefits did not help.” (Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
“Also I feel like… what we learned and what happened in the classrooms were
totally different… We have learned children’s different developmental stages in
class before… but when you practically interacted with them… it was just
different. It was not just about what you know or what you believe, but how…
umm… how to practice them [the idea of children’s play].” (Interview, Tina, June.
24. 2015)
As discussed in Chapter Five, children's learning and conduct was one of the preservice teachers' primary concerns in “children's play”; correspondingly, some of their
interviews concerned their considerations of these aspects.
“I think the obstacle was… how to let children learn from play? I know play is
important for young children, but I am also afraid that children might just be
playing without learning anything… How to make sure that they are learning and
playing at the same time?” (Interview, Carol, June. 24. 2015)
“When children were not behaving well in play, I really had no idea how to deal
with it… How to control my own emotions? Especially in play, some children just
did not want to follow the rules… that was very tiresome sometimes. Cooperating
teachers told us that we should keep our attitude ‘gentle but insistent,’ but it was
quite difficult though… Maybe it takes time for us to accumulate more
experiences.” (Interview, Hank, June. 24. 2015)
In line with the previous literature on children’s play, pressures from parents and
social expectations were identified as critical obstacles to the implementation of play.
During the interviews, the researcher accordingly asked each pre-service teacher for their
thoughts and concerns with regard to this aspect. Most of the pre-service teachers,
however, did not consider Taiwan’s current ECE environment or parents to be a barrier.
Instead, they held a more open-minded and positive attitude toward Taiwan’s current
ECE environment.
“I think the idea of children’s play has become more and more prevailing in
Taiwan. People pay much more attention to this. I do not remember if I had so
many experiences when I was a kid… but now… umm… I feel it is changing.
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Parents may still worry about whether their child is only playing without learning
anything. Umm… but I think if we could explain to them… how important it is to
have their child play, they could understand and accept… They are just
worried…” (Interview, Mia, June. 24. 2015)
“Because the newly-enacted curriculum stresses the significance of play to young
children… the department has also instilled in us this idea… I think parents
should be… pretty accepting of this concept. My sister is the mother of two kids,
as I know… she prefers to let her kids grow happily… in a playful environment…
with less pressure… so I think parents’ thoughts are changing, too.” (Interview,
Iris, June. 22. 2015)
“Most parents do not want their child to lose from the starting point… They want
their child to learn some more subjects learning, but now… through the Internet…
or the power of social media… people receive a lot of novel information every
day… I think parents do possess the awareness of the importance of play. They
just require more professional support… to make them feel more certain… and
believe.” (Interview, Tina, June. 24. 2015)
Facing Enablers
The pre-service teachers considered their discussions with the two cooperating
teachers to be one of the enablers when seeking to integrate play into actual classroom
practices. However, according to the pre-service teachers’ statements, the support
provided by the cooperating teachers was more in regard to helping understand children's
circumstances rather than facilitating pre-service teachers’ professional learning or
development concerning children’s play.
“We were not as familiar with these children as the cooperating teachers were…
but each time after discussion with the cooperating teachers, I was clearer about
which child had what kind of certain situation or need. Umm… I think this made
me feel more confident when I played with them.” (Interview, Carol, June. 24.
2015)
“Ms. May and Ms. Lucy knew more about each child’s developmental stages and
personal situations. Discussion with them helped us to know how to readjust the
direction of play activities… or the way to interact with children. Umm… for
example, the children from the Class Kangaroo were more… mischievous…
sometimes they were out of control… so we had to think of something more fun
for them to play in order to catch their attention… Also, two [cooperating]
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teachers would tell us whether the activities that we designed were too difficult...
or too easy for the children.” (Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
“Ms. May gave us a lot of concrete suggestions… with respect to some important
details regarding teaching-aid making… umm… and children’s different level of
abilities… especially we taught a mixed-age class, this information was quite
useful to us.” (Interview, Hank, June. 24. 2015)
“[The cooperating] teachers provided us with some suggestions regarding ageappropriate practices… Because we did not have that much experience with
children before the practicum teaching, [the cooperating] teachers knew much
more about children’s developmental stages than us…” (Interview, Mia, June. 22.
2015)
Similarly, some pre-service teachers felt “team work” to be an enabler of lesson
planning and learning from peers.
“… Also the discussions with the team members were quite helpful. I think… It’s
impossible to always have a lot of creative… or fun ideas… We shared our ideas,
and then… tried to come up with more fun play activities. We discussed whether
the idea was feasible or not… Sometimes through discussion, more interesting
ideas were popping out…” (Interview, Mia, June. 22. 2015)
“Sometimes others had more novel ideas… so I liked the way we discussed the
lesson plans together. This way, I felt less stressed… if I was not able to design a
creative lesson plan … umm… I could discuss it with them [the team members].”
(Interview, Annie, June. 24. 2015)
“… They [the team members] gave me a lot of support. At the beginning, I was
quite uncertain of… how to start interacting with children. I observed how the
others talked with children… how they played with children… and I tried to learn
from them.” (Interview, Tina, June. 24. 2015)
Moreover, two pre-service teachers found the children's positive reaction to play
to be a kind of booster.
“When children were very into the play activity, I think it encouraged me a lot.
You could see their laughter and joy during play… That made me feel
accomplished…” (Interview, Quinn, June. 22. 2015)
“If children liked our designed play activities, it was a kind of encouragement to
me… it made me feel more motivated…” (Interview, Tina, June. 24. 2015)
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The Confidence and Competence of Implementing Children’s Play
Two pre-service teachers felt that their experiences of practicum teaching helped
them to gain confidence in practicing play.
“I think I became more able to notice children’s needs… not just watching
them… umm… but I could also provide them with some support… I feel like…
the more time you spent with them, the more you knew, the more you felt
confident… Every week was getting better.” (Interview, Carol, June. 24. 2015)
“…More confident to interact with children. At the beginning I did not know how
to interact with them… how to talk… how to react… how to play… but after a
couple of weeks… I became more confident in getting along with them. I feel the
accumulated experiences were very important.” (Interview, Annie, June. 24. 2015)
However, some considered their professional knowledge and experience to be
insufficient and believed this might have influenced their confidence and competence in
practicing play.
“… I am not sure… as I said, I still do not have that many ideas for play. I think
there are still a lot of things that I need to know and learn about children’s play.”
(Interview, Tina, June. 24. 2015)
“I really think play is essential for children, but to be competent implementing
it… umm… I think maybe… maybe I still need to receive more professional
training.” (Interview, Quinn, June. 22. 2015)
“Although we have already accumulated some experiences in designing play
activities and have played with children for the past few months, I still feel
uncertain whether I am capable of practicing play in the future. Because there are
so many things that you need to learn… you also need to be very creative and
fun… and make sure that children are learning. I feel my understanding in this
aspect is still limited.” (Interview, Mia, June. 22. 2015)
Relatedly, during the interviews, some pre-service teachers were concerned with
their implementation of play, and proposed some possibilities for self-improvement.
“I found that sometimes children got very bored while working on the worksheets
or writing… Maybe it was too much… Some children were just not that into these
[worksheets]… and they soon lost their interest. Maybe next time I could try to let
them find the different parts of [Chinese] character [component], and let them find
it and paste it on… or some other ways… I do not know… at least not simply
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asking them do the imitative writing… or worksheets… some of them were just
not interested in it.” (Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
“I recall some of our designed play activities… were quite simple and lack
creativity… [The] children’s reactions were very direct… You could tell whether
they liked it or not… so I think the lesson plans should be more creative.”
(Interview, Hank, June. 24. 2015)
“I was always concerned what the children could learn from the lesson plans that
we designed. But after every week, spending time with children, I found that it
[children’s play] was everywhere. It even existed in the interactions between the
children or the children and me. Play is not just an approach… to learning. I do
not know how to explain… but I think I should not just focus on what they could
learn” (Interview, Quinn, June. 22. 2015)
Through observing the pre-service teachers’ actual practices of play, the
researcher noticed their “teacher-centered” and “goal-centered” orientations, and so asked
for their thoughts regarding these orientations during the interviews. The excerpts below
show some of their responses.
“I do not know why… but I just feel that children must complete something… to
prove that they were doing something… or learning…” (Interview, Carol, June.
24. 2015)
“I think that both the process and the result were equally critical. You did not want
children to be just playing… You also expected them to learn at the same time…
so you tried to make them do something.” (Interview, Mia, June. 22. 2015)
“Could this be related to the culture… or the experiences that I had? I do not
know… because it has been always like that… the way… that teachers told you
what to do, or… you always needed to have something completed… to show your
teachers… or to bring something home… to show your parents what you did
today at school.” (Interview, Annie, June. 24. 2015)
“Actually, I did not care very much about the result or achievement, because
every child has a different level of ability. But since they had ‘sharing time’
afterwards, I had to make sure at least some of them got something to share with
the class.” (Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
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Reconsidering Children’s Play as an Expertise
After the practicum teaching, three pre-service teachers had the opportunity to
reconsider children’s play. Through virtually designing the lesson plans and interacting
with children, they came to believe that children’s play is an expertise.
“Before the practicum teaching, all I could think about ‘children’s play’ was hula
hoop, jump rope, or swings… things like that… but after practically designing the
play activities and practicing [play], I found that there are actually a lot of
applications in children’s play. Not only toys or games… Umm… Play is
something that can be created or pre-designed by teachers. It seems to be
everywhere in children’s lives… but it requires someone… who is capable of
seeing these opportunities and making children’s learning more fun… It is not
easy… it requires someone who is a professional in this field.” (Interview, Iris,
June. 22. 2015)
“I always thought that play is an innate ability in children… playing with toys…
or with peers… every child can play. I never thought that it covered so many
things… like the teacher’s role… or different kinds of play. The angle from which
I consider children’s play is different now… it [children’s play] includes a lot of
professional knowledge…” (Interview, Annie, June. 24. 2015)
“People always think that an early childhood teacher only needs to play with
children… it is like everyone can do it. Actually I used to think the same way
before… I thought everyone could play with children… just play… not a big
deal…but after you practically tried to do it… it was not as simple as I thought…
You have to think about the contents’ interest… and how to raise children’s
motivation, how to use the proper materials. You also have to be able to notice
children’s needs… there are so many things…” (Interview, Mia, June. 22. 2015)
Future Professional Support
In regard to professional support in the field of children's play, the seven preservice teachers' statements were consistent. They all pointed out the necessity of
supportive courses provided by the Department of CFS.
“...I also think the department could offer more play-related courses. The first two
years [of teacher education], we focused on learning theories. The only course
that was related to children’s play… I think was ‘teaching-aid making’… and
maybe ‘children’s movement’… but it was more about music and dance… I think
the department could open more courses related to children’s play.” (Interview,
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Hank, June. 24. 2015)
“Honestly, I was still not very familiar with the idea of ‘children’s play’ even
though I am now a junior. I know it sounds weird… because the department has
always emphasized and spread the idea of “children’s play”… but I do not think
that I have a very in-depth understanding of it. Actually… many courses in the
department could be related to children’s play… but I think the courses were quite
scattered. If the department could offer a course that is… umm… specifically
focused on “children’s play”… and introduce “children’s play” with its
integrality… to help us to get more integrated idea of it… I guess it would help a
lot… Actually what the department did or what the department asked us to do was
all about “children’s play”… we just need to build a more integrated concept.”
(Interview, Mia, June. 22. 2015)
“I think the priority is the course. A play course is not a requirement in our
department… but we were requested to create playful lesson plans… It was
difficult… I know play has a lot of benefits to children, but we have never been
clearly taught how [to implement play]. I think the department could open more
related professional courses. Only when we have the solid concept of children’s
play, we are able to successfully make this idea into the practices.” (Interview,
Annie, June. 24. 2015)
Some other ideas were also suggested regarding professional support, including
learning from experienced teachers and having the opportunity to participate in
workshops and professional training.
“…Also, I think that observing the experienced teachers’ teaching probably could
be a good idea… to let us have more concrete ideas of how to interact with
children in their play.” (Interview, Hank, June. 24. 2015)
“Maybe some related training… like workshops… If the department could find
some specialists to give us a speech… or a workshop… umm… I think that would
be a good idea.” (Interview, Iris, June. 22. 2015)
“I think we need more professional support… like training… or to see someone
who is an expert in this field… or visit the kindergartens… how do they do this
[children’s play]? To learn from them… to learn more about this…” (Interview,
Quinn, June. 22. 2015)
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Summary
In summary, the pre-service teachers’ one-on-one interviews touched on several
obstacles the teachers faced, including the difficulty of creating playful lesson plans; the
confusion over the differences between “formal play” and “child-initiated experiential
play”; and the gap between the teachers’ understandings and actual practices. The preservice teachers suggested that these barriers could be related to their own insufficient
experiences of play during kindergarten. In response to “Facing Enablers,” they reported
that “discussion with the two cooperating teachers,” “team support,” and “children’s
positive reactions to play” were boosters for them when seeking to integrate play into
their classroom practices. However, according to the pre-service teachers, the cooperating
teachers focused more on helping them to understand the children’s circumstances rather
than supporting them in their professional learning and development concerning
children’s play. Still, two pre-service teachers found the practicum teaching helpful in
increasing their confidence in implementing play. Some of the pre-service teachers also
noted possibilities for self-improvement that appeared through engaging in practicum
teaching. Last but not least, the interviews also revealed the pre-service teachers’
concerns regarding professional support in this sector, including the need for supportive
courses and related learning opportunities. In response to this feedback, Chapter Seven
considers future directions for teachers seeking to implement the practice of children's
play.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The primary aims of this dissertation were to investigate in depth seven
Taiwanese pre-service teachers’ perceptions regarding children’s play, to probe the
relationship between these perceptions and their actual practices of employing in their
teaching, and to document their reflections on the practices. Three research questions that
guided this study are:
1. What were pre-service teachers’ perceptions of children’s play and learning?
2. How was the idea of “children’s play” influential for the pre-service teachers
in thinking about and implementing play during their practicum teaching?
3. What were the obstacles and enablers facing the pre-service teachers in this
study when seeking to integrate play into their actual classroom practices?
This chapter discusses the findings of the study, its implications for future professional
development, and recommendations for future research.

Pre-service Teachers’ Perceptions of Play
In Vu, Han, and Buell’s (2012) study, they address the disconnection between
early childhood practitioners’ espoused theories of play and their actual practice. They
make suggestions for early childhood teacher education and propose that in order to
better understand the issues of integrating play within early childhood classroom
curricula, it is imperative to comprehend early childhood practitioners’ perceptions and
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beliefs about play and the influence of these on their actions. In this dissertation, the
researcher holds the same idea and believes that one’s perception of the subject or task at
hand may directly or indirectly influence his or her actions. Accordingly, in order to
examine the implementation of play in Taiwan, one of the primary purposes of this study
was to grasp seven Taiwanese pre-service teachers' understanding of play, an examination
that required the interrogation of their backgrounds, beliefs, and educational knowledge.
As ascertained through an open-ended questionnaire, the perceptions of these
seven pre-service teachers demonstrated a strong commitment to play as an essential
component of the current Taiwan Early Childhood Education (ECE) environment. All of
them highly valued play for young children and reported that the curriculum newly
enacted by Taiwan’s Ministry of Education attaches extreme importance to children’s
play. Moreover, the findings also show that the Department of Child and Family Studies
(CFS) plays an influential role in pre-service teachers’ conceptions of play: these teachers
indicated that the concept of play is a philosophy espoused by the Department of CFS
and CFS-affiliated kindergarten. This finding is consistent with Han’s (2009) work, as she
believes that early childhood practitioners’ attitudes towards play are predominantly
based on the preparation they receive.
Pre-service teachers’ responses to “Children’s Motivation of Play” and “Critical
Components of Play” demonstrated that they believed children to engage in play because
they believed that children were naturally curious and have a natural desire to have fun.
They considered play to be an innate ability of children and the way that children explore
the world, and they understood the role of the environment in children’s play.
Furthermore, the pre-service teachers’ recurrent mentions of “children’s interests,”
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“children’s positive emotions,” “age-appropriateness,” and “children’s spontaneity” also
illustrated their acknowledgment of some of the central aspects of play.
The pre-service teachers predominantly perceived educative play as a tool to
motivate and increase children’s learning and development. This is not to say that they
saw play and learning integrated. Instead, they tended to focus on children’s learning
outcomes rather than authentic play itself. Put more precisely, play, according to preservice teachers’ thoughts, was considered to be more of a learning instrument. Bredikyte
and Hakkarainen (2011) remind us that though children can gain certain academic
abilities more easily in play, learning should not be viewed as the primary objective of
play. Han, Moore, Vukelich, and Buell (2010) similarly advocate that academic learning
and playful learning should not be considered exclusive ideas; instead, they believe that
the integration of these elements increases the quality of early childhood curricula.
The focus of these pre-service teachers on children’s learning and development
may have restricted their comprehension of the genuine significance of children's play. It
might also have limited their classroom practices and the ways in which they applied
play. Ryan and Northey-Berg’s (2014) study claims that “the focus on the impact of play
on children’s learning and development, or the use of play as a means to teach academic
content and skills, overlooks the way that play creates a space for development” (p. 210).
Moreover, they suggest that when teachers merely use play for academic purposes, only
certain types of play become valued by the teachers, as these seven pre-service teachers’
main ideas about “Effective Play” were: “learn something,” “develop some skills,” or
“meet certain goals.”
The findings furthermore expose the pre-service teachers’ insufficient knowledge
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of play. None of these seven pre-service teachers had ever taken the course of “Children’s
Play” during their teacher preparation, and this weak background could be the cause of
their shallow understanding of play.
In terms of teachers’ background, some scholars have addressed how teachers’
early childhood play memories and experiences could affect their current perceptions and
practices (Sandberg, 2001; Sandberg & Samuelsson, 2003). The findings of this research
indicate that these seven pre-service teachers’ didactic learning experiences could be one
of the factors that impeded their competence in creating playful lesson plans. Moreover,
their lack of play experience in kindergarten may have led to their difficulty in putting
play into actual practice, since they had no concrete idea of how to fulfill the idea of play.
With respect to teachers' play knowledge and experience, Vu et al. (2012)
conclude that “While teachers may know that play is something that ‘should’ be valued,
without giving them a concrete foundation for understanding the value of play, it can be
hard for them to transform their beliefs into classroom practices. This lack of knowledge,
when coupled with a lack of experience in play, often makes it hard for teachers to
sustain play in their curriculum” (p. 215).

Pre-service Teachers’ Perceptions and Classroom Practices
Another aim of this dissertation was to investigate how pre-service teachers
turned their perceptions into action. The findings show that these seven pre-service
teachers were inclined to use the idea of play to connect with children’s daily life
experience and social skills. The teachers demonstrated an ability to organize play
environments through setting up play scenarios, providing various assisting props, and
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arranging play space.
However, some dilemmas regarding the implementation of play were also
revealed by pre-service teachers’ practicum teaching. The findings of this study illustrate,
as have many other research studies, a contradiction between pre-service teachers’
perceptions play’s importance and their own actual practices. Though the pre-service
teachers acknowledged some critical components (e.g., a child’s spontaneity, a child’s
interest, age-appropriateness, the use of imagination, free exploration, and a child’s
creativity) of children’s play, their execution of play was rather more mechanical and
traditionally oriented. In addition, according to pre-service teachers’ own ideas of
employing play, the findings also indicate that pre-service teachers’ main focus in play
was more on children’s performance and goal completion than children’s free exploration
and expression opportunities.
Furthermore, even though pre-service teachers identified the importance of a
teacher’s diverse roles in children’s play, the way they interacted with children during the
practicum teaching was either too teacher-directed or insufficiently interactive. According
to Graue (2010), one of the critical characteristics for a teacher in maximizing the power
of play is to be able to take an active role in scaffolding play. Unfortunately, the findings
from this dissertation illustrate that seven Taiwanese pre-service teachers’ competence in
scaffolding children’s play by actively presenting a variety of roles was still limited.
In Sherwood’s (2009) study, she asserts that pre-service teachers possessed
various beliefs and definitions of “play” that were sometimes contradictory, which
implies that they might not yet have thoroughly integrated their beliefs about play.
Rengel’s (2014) likewise recognizes a contradiction between preschool teachers’ attitudes
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towards and practices of play.
Some scholars consider play to be a culturally mediated activity and a culturally
embedded concept that can vary among different mores, value systems, and traditions
(Marfo and Biersteker, 2011; Schwartzman, 1978). These pre-service teachers’ goalcentered and teacher-directed orientation, according both to their reflections and the
researcher’s personal educational experience in Taiwan, could well be largely due to
Taiwan’s culture, which emphasizes concrete demonstrations and clear instructions to be
followed step by step at this educational level. Indeed, the findings of this research
consider that such traditional cultural factors might impede teachers’ genuine
implementation of play.
This does not mean that being goal-oriented or teacher-directed is thoroughly
unimportant, but rather that while teachers could have goals in mind, achieving those
goals should not be considered the primary target in children’s play. Teachers’ sensitivity,
their responses to children’s behaviors and needs, and their ability to create play
opportunities by following the child’s lead are all more important. As Vu et al. (2012)
assert, although teachers may have goals or targets they are trying to meet through play,
“guided play does not mean that adults take over children’s play; rather, they enhance and
enrich what the children are already doing” (p. 213).
Correspondingly, Bredikyte and Hakkarainen (2011) explicitly put forward an
effective approach in regard to teachers’ interventions in and interactions with children’s
play. They found successful interactions to be “spontaneous” and “dialogic,” by which
they mean that student teachers should “listen to and hear the children’s ideas and use
them as a starting point of joint activity” (p. 77). According to Bredikyte and
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Hakkarainen (2011), providing genuine interaction in children’s play, rather than presetting plans or goals, is the productive way for teachers to improve the quality of play.
Another implication of this dissertation is that though culture admittedly plays a
role in influencing teachers’ implementation of play, Taiwanese teachers should
nonetheless try to think about the other possibilities (e.g., open-ended or low-structured)
of play opportunity for young children than those offered by their tradition.

Implications for Future Professional Development
Vu et al. (2012) have demonstrated that although early childhood practitioners
appreciated the importance of play, they had difficulties translating their varying
comprehensions of play into actual practices and daily routines.
The findings of this study illustrate similar obstacles faced by seven pre-service
teachers. The obstacle mentioned the most regarding their practices of play was creating a
playful lesson plan. Although they understood playfulness and creativity as important
elements of play, and acknowledged that merely having children work on worksheets
might not be playful enough, they had a hard time coming up with more playful or
creative ideas for play. As mentioned previously, these findings reveal that the teachers’
lack of experiences in play, insufficiently robust background knowledge, and culture
might have been critical factors in the integration of theories of play with actual
classroom practices. These pre-service teachers’ attention to learning results and conduct,
and their trouble in interacting with children during play, explains their confronted
dilemma of genuinely comprehending the essence of play and transforming it into action.
Trawick-Smith and Dziurgot (2010) have discussed the relationship between the
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way in which teachers interact with children during play and their knowledge and
experiences. They found that teachers who did not have sound knowledge of play might
show poor-fit interaction with children; their interaction patterns were more
unpredictable. Conversely, teachers who are capable of exhibiting good-fit interaction
with children during play had been educated in play theory and practice during their
teacher preparation phases. It is evident that a teacher education program has a
considerable impact on the knowledge, skills, perceptions, and attitudes of the
prospective teachers. All seven of the pre-service teachers followed herein strongly
believed in the necessity of supportive courses and some professional learning
opportunities provided by the Department of CFS.
Many scholars have also declared play coursework in early childhood teacher
education an urgent priority. Yang’s study (2006) found that the supportive courses had a
positive influence on pre-service teachers’ knowledge development and established and
strengthened their beliefs. Yang further suggests that the procedure of asking pre-service
teachers to recognize and reflect on their beliefs, views, and theoretical orientations can
be considered to be an effective instrument in the facilitation of their professional
knowledge development. Vu et al. (2012) propose that “Early childhood educators should
be provided an explicit coursework on why, when, and how to play with young children
during their teacher preparation programs and in-service programs” (p. 214). Similarly,
Hyvonen (2011) claims that “play in its many forms is significant, but particularly
process play should be a part of teacher education, so that new teachers will be competent
in designing playful learning processes, in other words, integrating play and learning in a
way that provides understanding, learning and enjoyment. This also requires teacher
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educators to design courses and modules so that play or playfulness is a natural part of
education to boost creativity and enjoyment” (p. 64).
Therefore, with these concerns in mind, this study suggests that since Taiwan
ECE has already taken a big step forward and put effort into promoting children's play, it
is imperative Taiwan ECE to consider the implementation of play more seriously and to
provide more substantial support to the future teachers. Otherwise, the idea of having
children learn through play may eventually devolve into mere rhetoric. Put more
precisely, to be able to successfully implement children’s play in Taiwan, simply relying
on policymakers’ reforms is not enough. Instead, it requires teacher education that
provides a practical, beneficial, and robust teacher preparation system that provides
prospective teachers with a play-based curriculum and professional educators
experienced in the field of children’s play, able to pass on their professional experiences
to future teachers.
Wood & Bennett (2000) have suggested the importance of developing shared
ways of thinking and communicating between teachers and researchers. Policymakers
and administrators have to understand the realities and challenges that front line teachers
are facing, just as teachers have to be open-minded and seek to inform administrators and
policymakers of their implementation of play. Finally, it is crucial for play theory
scholars to find ways to help practitioners see how their cultural contexts are influencing
their practices, and at the same time, to help practitioners develop competence in turning
theoretical insight into action, thus narrowing the gap between theory and practice. This
requires cooperation among early childhood researchers, early childhood educators, and
teacher preparation programs.
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Strengths, Limitations, and Recommendations for Future Research
The strength of this study is its data-generation procedure. Having seven preservice teachers reflect on their practicum teaching and their implementation of play
allowed the researcher to perform a more in-depth investigation as well as develop a
more comprehensive understanding of the pre-service teachers' perceptions and practices
of children's play.
One of the limitations of this study is the lack of its participants’ interpretations of
the results. The researcher did not have the opportunity to conduct a formal member
check to see the pre-service teachers’ comments on the open-ended questionnaire, the
researcher’s observation notes, and the one-on-one interviews. Also, the sample was
drawn from seven Taiwanese pre-service teachers majoring in CFS and who worked
cooperatively as a team during their practicum teaching: this small sample size limits
generalization.
The current research and its findings could be considered as initial step for future
work that would investigate how pre-service teachers’ conceptual levels could be
influenced by interventions (e.g., play workshops or play professional training) providing
by teacher educators. The findings from this study could also be viewed as a jumping-off
point for further discussions about the nature of play course and how to best design it so
as to support future preschool teachers in their effective implementation of children’s
play. Another possibility for future research is a collaboration between pre-service
teachers and teacher educators. Cheng (2001) has suggested that both teachers and
teacher educators should become scholars as well and reflect on their practices and
conceptualizations. She writes, “We should endeavor to narrow the gap between theory
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and practice by developing practitioners’ practical knowledge through their own action
research” (p. 868). Patte (2012) has similarly advocated utilizing action research
methodology as a means of providing practitioners a strategy towards effective
professional development, and in particular, fostering critical thinking and real-world
problem-solving abilities. Through applying action research, it also provides
practitioners’ an opportunity to reflect upon their practices and revise and refine their
conceptualizations of play. Thus, action research may be an avenue for both pre-service
teachers and teacher educators to start to become researchers and to enhance their
professional development and learning.
According to Dewey (1966), “the educational process is one of continual
reorganizing, reconstructing, transforming experience” (p. 50). This idea could be
considered and applied to pre-service teachers’ learning procedures of teaching through
play. However, this requires teacher educators to provide pre-service teachers with more
opportunities and the stimulation to reorganize, reconstruct, and transform their
perceptions, practices, and experiences regarding the implementation of play. Only when
the pre-service teachers have more opportunities to build up their conceptions, to
accumulate experiences, to rebuild their theories, and to develop their conceptual levels
can the idea of children's play possibly be put into practice.
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Appendices
Appendix A: The Format of Lesson Plan

Class

Cooperating Teacher

________________

Supervising Teacher: ________________
Theme
Activities

Designer
Outdoor Activity
Circle Time
Corner Time: _________ corner

The number of
children

Main Goals

Outline of
Activity
Date/
preName of
service Activity
teacher
1

Learning
Target

Content and Processes

Materials

Cause motivationConducting activityClosing-

2
3
4
5
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Appendix B: FJU-Affiliated Kindergarten Daily Schedule

Time

!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Arriving school

08

00-8

20

08

20-9

20

09

20-9

40

09

40-10

00

Snack Time

10

00-10

30

Circle Time

10

30-11

40

Corner Time
Role-Play/Intellectual Play/Art Play/Literacy Play/Building-Block Play

11

40-11

55

Sharing Time

12

00-14

30

Lunch & Nap Time

14

40-15

30

Group Activities

15

30-16

00

Snack Time

16

00-17

00

Corner Time/Outdoor Activities/Back Home

Drama
Performance
(once a
month)

Outdoor Activities
Body Movement for Whole Kindergarten
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Appendix C: Pre-service Teacher Consent Form (English Version)

Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research
The Pennsylvania State University
Title of Project:

Principal
Investigator:

A Case Study: Seven Taiwanese Pre-service Teachers’ Perceptions and
Practical Practice of Children’s Play

Viana Mei-hsuan Wu, Doctoral Candidate, Curriculum and Instruction
E-mail: mxw404@psu.edu

Phone: 011-886-934-405007 (Taiwan)
Advisor:

Dr. James E. Johnson; Professor, Curriculum and Instruction
E-mail: jej4@psu.edu
Phone: 0021-814-865-2230 (USA)
Address: 145 Chambers Building
University Park, PA 16802 U. S. A.

1. Purpose)of)the)Study:!The!main!purposes!of!this!study!were!to)explore!and!
describe!preHservice!teachers’!perceptions,!practicum!teaching,!and!their!reflections!
regarding!children’s!play.!
!
2. Procedures)to)be)followed:!!This!research!study!involves!the!following!procedures!
to!collect!data:!(1)!preHservice!teachers’!openHended!questionnaire!before!the!
internships;!(2)!researcher’s!observation!of!preHservice!teachers’!practicum!
teaching;!(3)!oneHonHone!interview!with!each!preHservice!teacher!at!the!end!of!
internships!
!
I would like to ask for your permission to participate in this research. If you agree, you will
involve in all the procedures that describe above. I will observe your teaching practices
during your internships in the kindergarten. Moreover, some documentation including your
lesson plans will also be as part of data in this study.
3

Discomforts)and)Risks:))While!preHservice!teachers!have!their!practical!teaching!
practices,!the!investigator!will!make!observation!and!take!notes.!The!investigator!
will!prevent!disturbing!preHservice!teachers’!teaching!practices!during!the!
observing!processes.!Moreover,!all!picture!taking!will!avoid!showing!participants’!
faces.!The!purpose!is!to!reduce!participants’!discomforts.!However,!participants!can!
always!reject!to!participate!in!any!activities!if!it!makes!them!feel!uncomfortable.))
!
4 Benefits:!!The!results!will!provide!future!teachers!and!educators!with!useful!and!
practical!implications!in!the!development!of!play!pedagogy.!!
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5

Duration: The investigator will observe pre-service teachers’ practical teaching
practices. It will take approximately three months, once per week, to collect data.
Moreover, the one-on-one interview will take place at the end of June, and will take
approximately 30-50 minutes.

6

Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The
data will be kept in a locked file cabinet and stored in password protected computer of the
investigator. Penn State’s Office for Research Protections, the Social Science Institutional
Review Board and the Office for Human Research Protections in the Department of
Health and Human Services may review records related to this research study. In the
event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally
identifiable information will be shared.

7

Right to Ask Questions: Contact Viana Mei-hsuan Wu at 011-886-934-405007 with
questions, complaints or concerns about this research. You can also call this number if
you feel this study has harmed you. Questions about your rights as a research participant
may be directed to Penn State University’s Office for Research Protections at 0021-814865-1775.

8

Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop
at any time.

If you agree to take part in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign
your name and indicate the date below.
You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records.

I agree to participate in this research.

______________________________________________
Participant Signature

Date

______________________________________________
Person Obtaining Consent

Date

!
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Appendix D: Pre-service Teacher Consent Form (Chinese Version)

Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research
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Appendix E: Pre-service Teacher Open-ended Questionnaire

Name: ___________________

Date: ________________

Below are 14 open-ended questions regarding “children’s play”. Please take about 30-40
minutes to complete this questionnaire. This open-ended questionnaire aims to deeply
grasp pre-service teachers’ perceptions of play. Please respond as complete as possible in
order to assist this research has more comprehensive investigating. All your personal
information and responses will be confidentially protected by researcher, and only for the
use of this dissertation.
If you have any questions while answering the questionnaire, Please feel free to contact
with the researcher. Email: viana211@hotmail.com (mxw404@psu.edu)
Phone: +1-886-934-405-007

1. Please!recall!and!describe!your!play!experiences!in!kindergarten.!

2. Please!list!any!related!course!about!children’s!play!that!you!have!taken!
previously!and!briefly!describe!content!of!the!course(s).!

3. Why!do!you!think!children!engage!in!play?!What!motivates!them!to!play?!!

4. Why!do!you!think!children!need!to!play?!

5. Can!you!give!three!examples!of!different!types!of!play?!

6. What!do!you!know!about!playHbased!pedagogy?!!

!
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7. How!would!you!define!the!relationship!between!children’s!play!and!learning?!

8. What!do!you!know!about!the!values!of!children’s!play?!

9. What!do!you!think!are!the!significant!components!of!children’s!play?!

10. Drawing!on!your!previous!experiences!working!with!children,!could!you!
please!give!us!an!example!of!what!you!consider!to!be!effective!play!and!what!
you!consider!to!be!ineffective!play?!

11. What!do!you!consider!adults’!role!in!children’s!play!to!be?!

12. What!do!you!consider!some!significant!characteristics!that!teachers!should!
have!in!order!to!successfully!implement!children’s!play?!!

13. Could!you!please!write!down!one!metaphor!of!"children's!play"!?!
!
14. Do!you!have!any!additional!information!you!would!like!to!share!regarding!
children’s!play!or!playHbased!pedagogy?!!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix F: Pre-service Teacher Open-ended Questionnaire (Chinese
Version)
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Appendix G: Pre-service Teacher One-on-one Interview

1. Could!you!share!with!me!your!individual!growth!from!your!practicum!
experiences?!!
2. During!your!internship!experience!these!past!three!months,!how!do!you!
think!about!your!performance!of!implementing!children’s!play?!
3. Do!you!see!any!changes!before!and!after!your!practicum!teaching!regarding!
your!comprehension!of!children’s!play?!
4. During!your!internship!experience!these!past!three!months,!did!you!
recognize!any!obstacles!or!enablers!to!the!implementation!of!children's!play?!
5. What!kind!of!support!do!you!expect!to!receive!in!the!future!regarding!your!
professional!development!towards!implementing!children’s!play?!
6. As!a!future!early!childhood!practitioner,!would!you!be!competent!to!
implement!children’!s!play!into!your!classroom!practice?!Why!or!why!not?!
7. Do!you!have!any!additional!thoughts!or!comments!you!would!like!to!share!
regarding!children’s!play!or!playHbased!pedagogy?!
!
!

!
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Appendix H: Pre-service Teacher One-on-one Interview (Chinese
Version)
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Appendix I: The Example of Coding Manual (Open-ended Questionnaire)

•

The!coding!unit:!meaning!unit/a!line!of!text!

•

Allowing!segment!to!have!several!codes!
!

Code:!belief"value!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!belief!about!the!value!of!play!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!intuitive!perspectives!about!why!do!they!think!
children’s!play!is!important!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!belief"value"learning!developmental!perspective!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“play!is!a!good!way!for!
children!to!learn!or!develop”!or!“play!helps!children!to!achieve…”!!
"!belief"value"children’s+perspective!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“developmentally<
appropriate”,!“age<appropriate”,!“curiosity”,!“daily!life!experiences”,!or!some!
children’s!needs!and!feelings!!
4. Elaboration:.mainly!coding!from!questionnaire!Q4!&!Q8.
5. Exemplary.quotations:!..
“Children!learn!and!develop!their!muscle,!cognition,!language!ability,!and!social!
development!through!play”!(belief"value"learning!developmental!perspective)!

!
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“Play!is!a!way!for!children!to!release!their!stress,!and!obtain!the!positive!
emotion.!Through!play,!children!gain!joyful!experiences!and!feelings.”!(belief"
value"children’s!perspective).
!
Code:"belief"children’s+motivation!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!belief!about!children’s!motivation!of!play!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!intuitive!perspectives!about!why!do!they!think!
children!engage!in!play!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!belief"children’s!motivation"learning!!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“children!try!to!learn!
something!through!play”!!
"!belief"children’s!motivation"social!behavior!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“make!friends”,!“connect!
with!peers”,!or!“connect!with!the!environment”!!!
"!belief"children’s!motivation"emotion!
3.3!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“accomplishment”,!“joy”,!or!
“confident”!!!
"!belief"children’s!motivation"innate!behavior!
3.4!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“every!child!loves!to!play”,!
“play!is!children’s!instinct”,!or!“child!is!curious!about!everything”!!!
4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q3!
!
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5. Exemplary.quotations:!.!
“Children’s!motivation!of!play!is!they!are!learning”!(belief"children’s!motivation"
learning)!
“Children’s!find!the!common!topic!to!make!connection!with!peers!through!play”!
(belief"children’s!motivation"social!behavior)!
“Children!engage!in!play!because!they!want!to!obtain!the!accomplishment!and!
joy!through!play”!(belief"children’s!motivation"emotion)!
“Children!just!love!to!play!and!have!fun.!It’s!their!innate!ability,!the!way!they!
explore”!(belief"children’s!motivation"innate!behavior)!
!
Code:&belief"teacher’s)characteristics!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!belief!about!teacher’s!characteristics!of!
implementing!play!!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!intuitive!perspectives!about!what!are!the!
significant!characteristics!for!teachers!to!effectively!implement!children's!play!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!belief"teacher’s!characteristics"internal!features!!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“creative”,!“positive”,!
“open<minded”,!“patient”,!or!“trust”!!
"!belief"teacher’s!characteristics"external!features!!

!
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3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!some!specific!ability!or!
capacity!(e.g.,!guiding!children,!observing!skill,!catching!children’s!attention,!or!
strain!capacity)!!
4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q12.
5. Exemplary.quotations:..
“Teacher!has!to!be!very!creative,!and!always!has!a!lot!of!ideas!in!mind”!(belief"
teacher’s!characteristics"internal!features)!
“Teacher!needs!to!know!how!to!catch!children’s!attention!at!the!very!beginning,!
otherwise,!they!may!not!be!interested!to!the!activity!that!teacher!planed!for!
them”!(belief"teacher’s!characteristics"external!features)!
.
Code:&belief"play%learning%relation!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!belief!about!play<learning!relationship!!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!intuitive!perspectives!about!play<learning!
relationship!in!children’s!life!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!belief"play!learning!relation"play!as!a!tool!!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“play!is!a!media!for!children!
to!learn!or!develop”!or!“play!helps!children!to!learn!or!develop…”!!
"!belief"play!learning!relation"interrelation!!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!the!word!“inseparable”!or!
“complementarity”!!
!
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4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q7.
5. Exemplary.quotation:.
“Play!is!as!a!learning!method!for!children!to!develop!their!cognition!“!(belief"play!
learning!relation"play!as!a!tool)!
“Play!and!learning!are!complementary.!Children!can!learn!through!play,!and!
“play”!also!meets!children’s!needs”(belief"play!learning!relation"interrelation)!
!
Code:&knowledge"play%based%pedagogy!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!knowledge!about!play<based!pedagogy!!
2. Definition:!Pre<service!teacher’s!education!cognition!about!play<based!pedagogy!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!knowledge"play!based!pedagogy"superficial!!
3.1!Indicators:!1)!when!the!participant!talks!about!play<based!pedagogy!mainly!
and!simply!focuses!on!one!certain!material!or!activity!2)!when!the!play<based!
pedagogy!that!participant!mentions!is!unsystematic,!and!which!is!mostly!based!
on!the!information!that!he!or!she!randomly!received!!
"!knowledge"play!based!pedagogy"deeper!understanding!!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!talks!about!play<based!pedagogy!(especially!
when!answers!to!the!Q5!and!Q6)!covering!with!more!integrated!ideas!or!
provides!more!robust!theoretical!understanding!!!
4."Elaboration:"mainly!coding'from'questionnaire'Q5'&"Q6!
5.#Exemplary*quotation:!
!
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“Having!children!engage!in!music!and!dance!is!a!kind!of!play<based!pedagogy”!
(knowledge"play!based!pedagogy"superficial)!
“In!Dewey’s!theory,!he!mentions!about!the!idea!of!‘learning!by!doing’,!I!think!it!
also!relates!to!children’s!play.!Through!engaging!in!play,!children!get!the!chance!
to!learn!by!doing!and!operating.!They!also!have!the!opportunity!to!bring!their!
living!experiences!into!their!play!episodes”!(knowledge"play!based!pedagogy"
deeper!understanding)!
.
Code:&knowledge"critical'component!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!knowledge!about!the!critical!component!of!play!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!education!cognition!about!the!critical!
component!of!children’s!play!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!knowledge"critical!component"rigid/narrow!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!merely!mentions!about!“rules”,!“learning!
goals”,!or!“object!settings”!!
"!knowledge"critical!component"diverse/flexible!
3.2 Indicators:!when!the!participant!covers!multiple!dimensions!including!
children’s!“interests”,!“spontaneity”,!“experiences”,!“initiative”,!“positive!
emotion”,!!”age<appropriate”,!“safety”,!or!“environment”!
4. Elaboration:.mainly!coding!from!questionnaire!Q9!
5. Exemplary.quotations:.!
!
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“Children!must!to!learn!something!from!play”!(knowledge"critical!component"
rigid/narrow)!
“Meet!children’s!interests”!(knowledge"critical!component"diverse/flexible)!
!
Code:&knowledge"teacher’s)role)!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!knowledge!about!teacher’s!role!!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!education!cognition!about!teacher’s!role!in!
children’s!play!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!knowledge"teacher’s!role"diverse!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!provides!many!different!kinds!of!teacher’s!
roles!and!mentions!about!“teacher!needs!to!change!their!roles”!
"!knowledge"teacher’s!role"limited!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!merely!provides!one!particular!teacher’s!
role!or!mainly!emphasizes!on!one!specific!teacher’s!role!in!children’s!play!!
4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q11!
5. Exemplary.quotation:..
“Observer<!observing!children’s!play!situation;!partner<!play!together!with!
children;!guider<!to!raise!children’s!interests;!assistant:!when!children!encounter!
some!challenges!or!need!some!helps”!(knowledge"teacher’s!role"diverse)!

!
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“Instructor<!teacher!should!provide!children!with!some!guidance!when!children!
don’t!know!what!to!do!or!how!to!do!during!play”!(knowledge"teacher’s!role"
limited)!
!
Code:&knowledge"effective'play!
1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!knowledge!about!effective!play!!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!education!cognition!about!the!effective!play!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!knowledge"effective!play<goal!oriented!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“children!follow!the!rules”,!
“children!follow!the!guidance”,!or!“children!achieve!the!setting!goals”!
"!knowledge"effective!play<child!oriented!!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“children!interests”,!“age<
appropriate”!
4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q10!
5. Exemplary.quotation:.!
“The!play!that!children!can!obtain!the!knowledge!or!gain!the!abilities!should!be!
considered!an!effective!play”!(knowledge"effective!play<goal!oriented)!
“The!play!that!is!age<inappropriate!is!considered!as!an!ineffective!play”!
(knowledge"effective!play<child!oriented)!
!
Code:&background"childhood!
!
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1. Label:!pre<service!teacher’s!childhood!experiences!!
2. Definition:!pre<service!teacher’s!play!or!learning!experiences!in!childhood!!!
3. Links.(sub$codes):!!
"!background"childhood"rigid!way!of!learning!and!play!!
3.1!Indicators:!when!the!participant!mentions!about!“play!is!considered!as!a!
reward”,!“working!on!a!lot!of!learning!sheets”,!!“subject!learning”,!or!
“insufficient!playtime”!!
"!background"childhood"structured!play!!
3.2!Indicators:!when!the!participant!talks!about!their!childhood!play!experiences!
are!mostly!game!with!rules!or!play!by!following!adult’s!leads;!and!with!less!open<
ended!play!opportunity!!!
4. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q1!
5. Exemplary.quotation:.!
“I!didn’t!have!that!much!playtime!back!to!my!kindergarten.!We!used!to!focus!on!
knowledge!learning!”!(background"childhood"rigid!way!of!learning!and!play)!
“I!watched!a!lot!of!educational!cartoons!while!I!was!in!kindergarten.!Sometimes!
we!went!to!playground!and!played!the!slide”!(background"childhood"structured!
play)!
!
Code:&background"course'!
1. Label:!Any!related<course!that!pre<service!teacher’s!took!!

!
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2. Definition:!Any!concept!of!children’s!play!that!was!learned!or!acknowledged!by!
pre<service!teacher!thought!related<course!or!experiences!
3. Elaboration:.mainly.coding!from!questionnaire!Q2!
4. Exemplary.quotation:.!
“Through(the(course(of(‘teaching(aid(and(props(making’,(I(learned(how(to(design(and(
make%teaching%aid%for%children%to%play”%(background"course)!
!

!
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